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TASK A REPORT - Kaon Decays

May 9, 1994

1 Overview

This task started in 1982 u a collaboration with first the AFS experiment at the CERN

ISR and later the NA34 (HELIOS) experiment at the CERN SPS on the subject of
direct photon production, and, extrapolating to lower transverse momenta, the pos-

sibility of a related directly produced component of lepton pairs and the associated

spectra of single leptons. The production of such lepton pairs and low transverse mo-
mentum photons is of interest in itself if anomalies are found even in p-p or p-fight

nuclei collisions. But the lepton and photon production in p-p or p-light nuclei also
serves as an important calibration point for comparison of such collisions to relativistic
heavy ion colUsions, where their presence may signal the production of a quark-gluon
plasma phase of matter.

The experimental work from NA34 ended in 1994 with the completion of the thesis

of Paula Pomianowski, the last HELIOS student. No anomalies are seen in the clilepton
channels, with systematic errors of order 30 _ of expected sources for the cU-muon and

all-electron chxnnek and of order twice the charm contribution (90% c.l.) for the
electron-muon pair data.

With the conclusion of the work on NA34, and after a 6-month stay of Thompson
at the Institute of Physics in Novosibirsk in 1989-90, the focus of the task shifted to

studies of ]mon decays. There are two aspects to this work.

The first aspect of the rare kaon decay work is that because of Thompson's long stay
at INP, there is a possibility to make a contribution to that work through continued

comr_nnlcation and consultation, simulation and analysis at Pittsburgh, and small
equipment contributions. The overall physics focus of the current work is rare and semi-

rare decays of the _b and of the short-lived kaon, with an emphasis on those aspects
needed in preparation for the proposed _-Factory measurements of CPT violation
and _/e from the CP-violating decays of the K K final state. The agreement for
this collaboration includes continuing work on the CMD2 detector at the VEPP-2M

accelerator and later work at a _-Factory project planned at INP. with the present
collaboration. These activities are a small part of the overall budget but make a
substantial contribution to the VEPP-2M work.

The second aspect of the rare kaon decay work is E865 at BNL (spokesperson M.
Zeller of Yale), x search for K + --, Ir+D+e-, a lepton number violating process. E865
builds on the work of the previous experiment, E777, which set the current limit for

this decay mode (of 2 × 10m). Through a combination of a redesigned beam, larger



acceptance apparatus, and longer running time, E865 hopes to push the limit for
this decay down by another factor of 70, and at the same time collect a sample of
K + --, _r+ee decays for study, and study the asymmetries in the decays of/t "+ and/t'-

to three charged pions, also of interest in the 4, Factory work. The 3 pion asymmetry
studies might lead to a CP-violating study: depending on the level of the systematic
errors encountered.

Pittsburgh's E865 responsibilities are the design and construction of the Cerenkov
counters. Senior physicist D. Kraus has supervised this work, including ideas for fabri-

cation of ]_ht mirrors for Ceren]rov counters and e_cient collection of Cerenkov light,

as well as the practical design and construction of the first Cerenkov counter (C1).
Work on this project began at Pitt in February, 1991. The activities of the past year
have been in final optical simulation, design studies and construction of C2, and in the
installation of C1.

2 HELIOS

In the pact year, the collaboration has published a limit on anomalous low momentum

photons, is preparing the draft on anomalous dielectron and dimuon pairs, and Paula
Pomianowski has completed her thesis and presented to the collaboration a draft for

a publication based on her data. The result of the soft photon studies was published
in the last year [1], a limit of 30-50 _ of the expectations from Bremsstrahlung. The
limit on anomalous dielectron pairs or dimuon pairs is about 30 _ of the expected
dielectron and dimuon events from conventional sources.

Dr. Pomlanowski's draft is included as Appendix A. The result is that the limit on

new physics decaying through a final state dilepton chanel is 1.53 _barn (_ × B.R.),
with a 30% systematic error.

8 K Decays and CP Violation at ImP, Novosibirsk

8.1 General

Recent ideas in accelerator physics make the construction of a _-factory of luminos-
ity of order 10a2 - 10_em-28ec -t feasible. Such a facility would allow substantial
advances in the study of Ks decays and measurements of various CP-violation pa-

rameters, including the direct CP-violation parameter el/e, important in the standard
theory of elementary particle interactions. Another aspect, emphasized by Peccei and

collaborators [2] and recently reviewed by Thompson [3] (see Appendix If) , is the
near-uniqueness of the 4,-Factory for CPT-tests.

Two such facilities are in the construction stage: one at Frascati, Italy, and one at

the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics at Novosibirsk (BINP). Both "_-factories" are
planned to begin operation in approximately 1995.

In the short term, a lower luminosity machine, the upgraded VEPP-2M at Novosi-

birsk, of expected luminosity 10al (and present running luminosity _ 5 × 10 a°) allows
preliminary studies of the interesting physics as well as a test of suggested analysis

strategies for the planned higher luminosity machines. The CMD2 detector, a general
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detector with a hlgh precision drift chamber inside an axial masnetic field, and barrel

(CsI) and endcap (BGO) calo_meters, has been prepared for use at VEPP-2M.
A collaboration between J.A. Thompson and BINP was begun during an NAS

exchange of Thompson at BINP in 1989-90. The University of Pittsburgh group is
involved in the current @ decay studies, with particular interest in two projects: a)
study of the _5--, S*_/, and b) studies of the channel: _ --, K°K ° --, _r+z'-_'+_ "-. The

5*'7 channel gives information about the structure of the S*, and the finalstate _r_r7
gives information about a possible background to the planned el/e measurement at
future _ factories. The study of the four charged pion final state gives information on

predicted quantum mechanical correlations in the evolution of the two neutral kaons,
including the so-called Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen zero for equal decay lengths.

The signal events will be compared to backgrounds f_m semileptonic decays of the

long-lived neutral kaon, (with simulation and identification studies of pions, muons,
and electrons) in order to refine current estimates of such events and their separation
at planned future _-factories. Once the successful separation of the four pion final state
is shown, more careful estimates of the ]mon decay physics accessible at VEPP-2M can
be made. Preparatory to studying these channels, overall studies of _I, decay modes

are in progress. These studies serve as a calibration of the apparatus and analysis
methods, and in addition will improve the current knowledge of these decays.

On the hardware side, Pittsburgh is involved in data acquisition plannin 8 and im-
plemeutation. The ,I, factory luminosities will require the processin 8 of 2-10 Mbytes/sec
of useful event data. Cost-effective solutions to such high rates of interesting data may
be useful to other collider experiments. The solution planned by the Novosibirsk group

uses parallel transputer chains.

3.2 Report of the past year's activities

The accelerator operates from about 200MeV in the center of mass up to about 1400
MeV. The focus of the Pitt-BINP research is the physics at the Phi, with an emphasis
cn tests of rare Phi decays, K-short semi-rare decays, and of quantum mechanics, CP,

and CPT through correlated kaon decays. As mentioned above, the current luminosity
of the VEPP-2M accelerator at the Phi is _ 5 × l0 w. There are approved plans for

an upgrade based on the idea of "round beams" (proposed both by Siemanns here in
the United States and the Novosibirsk group) which would raise the luminosity by a

factor which is expected to be between four and twenty. These plans are backed by

funding from the Mitterand Fund from the European Union states and from the $oros
Fund, as well as by the Russian government and scientific establishment, This project is
interesting for HEP generally and of particular importance to Russian science, because

it is a well targeted project, small enough in cost and scope to be managed by the
relatively small funding available, and depending heavily on innovation aztd cleverness
for its success. This is a good match to the Novosibirsk history and resources, and
Pittsbursh is pleased to be part of this ongoing effort.

In 1992-93, approximately 1500 nb -1 of data at the Phi has been collected. A draft

paper describing the results from about 1/5 of the data is in preparation, and the

remaining data is being reconstructed at Pittsburgh. The draft in preparation shows



good agreement of the basic main four decay modes of the Phi with the particle data
group values, with comparable statistical and systematic errors. This is the first time
that all four dec_y modes have been measured in one experhnent. These results are

shown in Figure I. Some unexpected and interesting results from this _t analysis
are-

1. The K_ interaction cross sections are higher than expected on the basis of
GEANT simulations. We are preparing alternate GEANT shnul_tion routines
to incorporate our observations.

2. Although the present statistics are too small to draw a firm conclusion, there is
an indication that the KL regeneration amplitude may be larger than expected.
More candidates for KL --, _+_- are seen than would be expected from simula-
tions, and the ones which are seen seem to cluster near the beam pipe. Processing
of the rest of the sample win improve the statisti_ av_able, and allow better
systemstic cross checks.

3. The branching ratio of Phi to two electrons is seen to be: (2.82 ± 0.08) × 10-4,
compared to (3.09 4-0.07) × 10-4 for the PDG branching ratio to two electrons
and (2.48 ±0.34) x 10-4 for the PDG branching ratio to two muons. The previous
small disagreement at somewhat less than the 2_ level between muon and electron
widths had been somewhat of a puzzle, and the new measurements are more in
agreement with expectations from lepton universality.

Other points of interest from activities in the past year are:

1. In June of 1993, Ale×el Grudiev travelled from BINP to BNL and performed sim-
ulations of the cold magnet design variant of the planned Phi Factory (luminosity
I0s= in an initial "round beams" upgrade, and hoped for eventual luminosity of
10_ . The cold magnet variant was one of the options studied for the high lumi-
nosity Phi factory. Grudiev's calculations gave a preliminary demonstration of
the performance to be expected in the cold variant, using a magnet type known
as the Vobly magnet. While this performance was satisfactory, the warm vari-
ant seems likely to be the one finally built, bemuse of economy of construction.
Grudiev is continuing his calculations at Novosibirsk. Another application for the
Vobly type magnet is in a compact storage ring used as a source for synchrotron
radiation. This type of synchrotron radiation source is being developed now at
BNL,BESSY, INP, and other labs.

2. Using the University of Pittsburgh computing facilities, the Pitt group generated
about a million simulated Phi decays, for use in the study of detector and analysis
ei_ciencies. (about 500,000 during the stay of E. Solodov in February, 1993, and
about 500,000 during the summer of 1993, under the direction of Craig Valine,
University of Pittsburgh graduate student, who had worked with Solodov earlier.)

3. Craig Valine visited BINP from July- December 1993, working on development
of a transputer-based architecture for a future data acquisition system, and opti-
mization of the present online triggering and data acquisition code. Plans for the
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computer architecture implementation are to read out the: BINP-designed crates

via a CAMAC-based transputer controller, which would replace the existing con-
troller and send the events via the fast (1.SMbyte/sec/link) transputer links and
links switcher to a transputer farm in the VME crate. A preliminary study of

the CAMAC transputer controller plus transputer link plus VME module was
performed at the end of 1993. The observed speed was sufficient to indicate a

readout speed of 700 Hz for good CMD2 events, about a factor of 14 over the
present readout. During his time at BINP Valine also began transporting the re-
construction code into 43, with the expectation that the C-code will reconstruct
the events 2-4 times faster than the older code.

4. Julia Thompson, Pitt P.L, traveled to BINP in September, 1993, for discussions

related both to Valine's work, and to preparation of the draft discusssing the
analysis results from the first 300 inveme nanobarns of data analyzed, and to
plans for the processing of the remaining data.

5. Andrey Makaimov, BINP junior researcher, travelled to Pittsburgh October 1993
through February 1994, to inst_ the current reconstruction programs on the
Pittsburgh computing complex, and begin the reconstruction of the remaining

data conected at the Phi. The computers used at Pittsburgh include an ALPHA

_e as part of the regular University computing facilities and a Decstation
5000 in the local high school cla_room of Ivan Ober, who has received a Re-

search Corporation award to work with Thompson on BNL E865 (rare ka_n
dec_ys, search for K --. lr_e). The Decstation 5000, after an upgrade of the
operating system and the fortran version available, is identical to the Decstation
5000 (originally provided by Pittsburgh) at Novosib_. The porting of the code
to the ALPHA required about a month, since it runs Open-VMS rather than

the UNIX of the Dec=stations. Speed of reconstruction on the ALPHA is about 6
times that of the Decstation 5000 which was used at Novosibirsk. The speed of

reconstruction on the Novosibirsk Decstation 5000 is 15Hz throughput and about
90Hz on the ALPHA. The Decstation at Mr. Lebanon has reconstruction speed

like that of the Decstation at Novosibirsk. At the time of this report (April,
1994) the reconstruction is more than 95 % finished. Figure 2 shows xy and yz

view of a four prong event (e+e - --, _'+_'-_'+lr-, but not KsKL).

6. Martin Dudziak, consulting physicist, worked both With Valine at Pittsburgh
and also with the CMD2 group on a visit to Novosibirsk. To help evaluate the

standard analysis chain, Dudziak and Maline implemented a neural net check of

the early segment-finding stages of the analysis. The neural nets were found

to be highly efficient (_. 98_), but to find about 10% more segments than are
found by the CMD2 standard chain. Part of this loss was later traced to a

logic error in the standard reconstruction program and part was due to a hard
cut on number of hits in the standard recosntruction routine but not in the

neural net treatment. We view these results as an indication of a role for neural

nets as a check of more standard algorithms. Dudziak also travelled to B INP to
consult on the plans for the transputer based DAQ architecture, and to review the



work of Craig Valine. Dudziak's conclusions were that the data acquisition work
was promising but suffered from fragmentation and conflicting pressures on the
researchers involved. This is an unavoidable aspect of the present economic and
political climate in Russia, and it is noteworthy that the CMD2 and VEPP2M
projects h_ve continued their progress despite the problems. The extra support
provided by the Pittsburgh coll_boration has been a factor in this success. To
work in this environment and make the maximum contribution while keeping
some protection, Valine '8 thesis work is based on code study and optimization,
with the device work as an additional desirable aspect.

7. Evgeny Solodov, BINP senior researcher, travelled to Pittsburgh February, 1994
- June 1994. When he first arrived in February he took part in data acquisition
discussions for the BNL g-2 experiment. Then he and Thompson both gave
talks at a small workshop on Phi decays in fright, an experimental program in
planning at CEBAF. Solodov discussed proposed CP studies at high luminosities
and also the present results. Thompson discussed prospects for CPT violation
measurem_ts, and planned studies of Phi -, f0_, of interest both for meson
spectroscopy and as a possible background to the measurement of _/c from the
CP-violating decays of the K K final state.

8. Solodov will present a discussion of the CMD2 physics, with emphasis on the
kaon symmetry studies, at the Fifth Conference of the Intersections of Nuclear
and Particle Physics, to be held at St. Petersburg, Florida, May 30-June 6.

9. Studies of backgrounds to semi-rare Ks and Phi decays are underway; no results
are yet available for public discussion.

Valine's salary is paid through our DOE funding. A small NSF travel grant helped
in defraying the travel costs for these activities.



FigureI:ExcitationcurvesfromCMD2 dataforthefourmaindecaymodesofthe@.



Figure 2: XY and XZ Projection of Typical Event



4 Rare K Decays in E865 at BNL

The goal of this experiment is to improve the limit on K+ --_ _r+_+e- by a factor of
70 over its present value. Figure 3 shows the layout for E865, very similar in design
to that of its forerunner, E7"/7.

David Kraus has continued to oversee the construction of the counters. He has

s_eed to stay with the project throush the commissioning of the counters, which we
expect to occur by June, 1994.

The major activities of the past year have been

I. the first look at C1 in the summer 1993 en_neering run, and improvements based
on information from that run;

2. finalization of the design fgr C2, and construction of its outer shell, window, and
optics;

CI has been shown to hold gas and the optics is presently being reinstalled into the
experiment. C2 is expected to be installed by June.
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Figure 3: Layout for BNL E865, search for K + --* _'+_+e-
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4.1 Design and Construction of the Two Cerenkov Counters

(ciandC2)
Mechanical Design and Production of the shells The mechanical design of the
C,eren]mv counters required deli_ the _v light from the primary mirrors to
the photomultipliers over severely restricted paths, allowance for magnetic shielding,
and arranging for assembly in contricted quarters. For C1, the main part of the envelope
was built as a single rectangular tube of 1/2" almKmum plate welded at the comers,
with Is_e ports cut into the upstream ends of the horizontal plates, and arrays of
tapped holeJ in the alnmlnnm for fastening the damping bars which secure the gasket.
The shell is passed through the 120D36 aperture, and secured to the upstream framing
elements by bolts through clearance holes surrounding the ports into tapped holes in
the framing. C1 and C2 are comparable in length (1.6m) and width (3.0 meters for CI,
3.2 for C2). But in height, they are different. CI has caps which are bolted on, but
welded sides, since it is in the magnet. It is thus assembled by putting the shell in the
magnet, using the PMT "cap" inlets for access to the interior. C2 is slightly larger in
optical area (1.6 vs 1.2m), with the PMT enclosures welded on, but the sidesremovable,
giving easy access to the interior, experimental area.

For both counters the gasketing is polyurethane (Shore 65A) which is cast in place
on the framing elements.

Gas Seal Tests and Prototype Because of tightened safety requirements recently
instituted in the various national labs under DOE supervision, the gas containment
design for the E865 Cerenkov counters could not be certified simply as a rescaling of
the E777 design.

The design of the gas filling and pressure regulation system has been done by R.
Meier (r_L AGS). The gu containment for the counter has been designed by D.
Kr_us, in close discussion with the BNL safety committee.

The design for the gas containment window augments the E777 arrangement (which
was three mylar sheets bonded with polyurethane to form an H, with the edges of the
sheets captured in polyurethane for the mylar). In the present counters the H is formed
of kevlar fabric sewn at critical regions after strengthening by casting thin polyurethane
coating. This arrangement, an adaptation of a technique increasingly used in vacuum
windows for beam transport lines, allows all the stress to be supported by the kevlar,
and permits the use of thin mylar (.005n) as a gas barrier. The kevlar improves the
safety of the containment of explosive gases, as it is a barrier to explosion propagation,
and if punctured, fails as a fabric, without extensive tearing.

4.2 Reflectivity Tests

A previous student, Stefan Van den Brink made reflectivity measurements at wave-
lengths from 628nm (the usual He-Ne laser) down to about 185 nm, using a combi-
nation of LED's and Hg and D2 arc excitation sources, and a spectrometer system
to select the appropriate wavelength. A surprise from his measurements was that the
MADICO aluminized mylar samples showed a high reflectivity throughout the visible
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and near uv. The meamzred reflectivity remained above 65% for wavelengths down to
190 nm. For this reason, and for ccet-saving, _his foil, donated by MADICO at our
request, was used for the fiat sides of the collectors.

The re_iectivity tests were continued by David N. Brown, postdoc with our group.
Brown set up and supervised undergraduate testing of reflectivities in the visible, and
carried out himself measurements in the u.v., down to about 200 nm. Reflecti\_ity
measurements as a function of wavelength are shown in figure 4

Optical Design The E865 _eometrical Monte Carlo has been used by Thompson at
Pittsburgh for detailed tracing of particle trajectories for the Cerenkov counter designs.

The optical ray-tracing code was developed at Pitt by Thompson together with un-
d_uate T. Stever, along lines suggested by Kraua. It accomodates several optical
elements: Ipher_, cylinders, arrays of cylindrical "slats n, planes, parabolas, ellipses,
and the eJenmat expected to be used for the collector: an elliptical "walln collector, of
elliptical walk in one dimension and fiat tilted walls in the other dimension.

4.3 C1 and C2 Conceptual Optics Designs

For each counter, in each quadrant the optics are divided into _inside', detecting light
close to the beamline, and %utside', detecting light away from the beamline. The

i elements of each primary mirror array point to the center of that array. Each primary
mirror array corresponds to its own set of following optical elements. In C2 the light
follows directly from the primary mirrors to the light collector and a photomnltiplier
tube. In C1 an intermediate mirror array turns the axis to allow the photomultipliers
to be oriented vertically in a region of low magnetic field.

The outline of the optics for CI is shown in Figure 5. The phase space of photons
from interesting decays is shown for C1 in Figure 6.

In C2, there is in addition a vertical division of the primary mirror assemblies, to
allow for tests of low mass pairs from electrons with small vertical opening angles.
The optics layout for C2 is shown in Figure 7. The phase space in C2 is shown in
Figure 8. A di_erence from C1 is the wider divergence of the low momentum electrons
and positrons from the Dalltz decay. This divergence makes the optics design problem
in C2 more demanding than for C1, and led to the doubling of the collectors and
photomultipUe_ for the high occupancy regions vertically close to the beam.

For both C1 and C2, the lapping of the mirrors is done so that "trapping" by
overlapping mirrors is minimized. This was easier in CI because of the narrower
angular distribution. In C2, a few percent of photons lying close to the edge of a
mirror element may be subject to losses because the reflected ray is blocked by an
adjacent mirror. However, these losses are prima_y in the phase space populated only
by Da_tz events, and we estimate that the additional kinematic separation available
for these events makes thee losses acceptable.

Because of the difference between the horizontal and vertical particle distributions,
the collector outlines are difl'erent in the bending direction (ellipses) from the non-
bending plane (simple slope from collector mouth to PMT photocathode). These sides
come to s square at the PMT photocathode, of the same total area as the (circular)
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photocathode. An adiabatic transition from the 4-sided collector to a conical section
near the photor_hode would probably improve the overall collection. However, a
simple transition to a conics/collector does not improve collection. In the sinmlation,
photons hitting outside the photomultipHer photocathode are simply discarded. This
corresponds to a collector which rosy be simply built and understood. Bench tests on
ray traces are being carried out to determine the effectiveness of a simple modification
to the collector comers to deflect some of these lost rays to the photomultipUer face.

These optical confism_tions for CI and C2 have been chosen for the simple me.
chanical construction allowed and the favorable position of the PMT's in the ms_paetic
field as predicted from TOSCA sinmlLtions, and confirmed on the completed ma{paet.
At the C1 pint position, the field is about 90 Gauss in the absence of shielding, and
is chiefly oriented perpendicular to the PMT axis. After installation of the nmgnetic
shielding, (about 100 pounds per photomultipUer), the field at the PMT position can
be reduced to strengths which should permit the operation of the PMT's without the
use of hue.king coils. For C2, the photomultipUers near the beam line vertically see
fields of up to 60 Gauss before shieldin$, and the photomultipliers further from the
beam vertic_y see somewhat lower fields, 35-40 Gauss before shielding.

Although the intermediate reflectors in C1 introduce an extra bounce for ali pho-
tons, they also simplify the design, and give on balance only about 0.75 bounces more
than solutions without the intermediate reflector. From the computer results, the
average number of bounces in C1 seen by photons from the "Dalitz _ decay mode
(/t" --_ Ir%r° with subsequent decay Ir° --, e+e-_) is predicted to be comparable to the
2.7 seen in E777.

The rejection of positrons from Dalitz decay is a figure of merit of the counters, but
is correlated with the number of photoelectrons seen on average. With about 15-20%
of photom lost and (assuming an average of 6 phoelectrons on the methane side seen
by the positive particles), about 2.0% of positrons from this decay are not observed.
For the rare decay of interest, about 11% of the photons are lost geometrically, and
the lower number of photoelectrons (estimated 2.5 on average) gives an estimate of
about 12% inefficiency. The simulation, again assuming 6 photoelectrons on average,
shows 3 % losses of positrons from DaUtz decays in C2. An idea of the correlations
can be found by looking at the distribution of photoelectrons collected. For bins of 0,
1/6,1/3,1/2, 2/3,5/6,100%, (total fraction of photoelectrons collected), in C1 we find:
17/31/61/123/300/6.59/800 populations, and in C2: 35/21/24/73/226/579/1033, from
the same sample of 1991 positrons. Of the 17 lost in CI and the 35 lost in C2 with
no photoelectrons collected, 3 are lost in both, with 9 less than I photoelectron in
both. Thus we see that of the kvere losses the correlated losses are at the level of

approximately 1-2 parts per thousand.
These estimates give some matin in performance, since the average number of

photoelectrons assumed is the same as seen in E777, but our pathlength for particles
making Cerenkov light is somewhat longer than in E777 (146-160an in this design,
compared to 105-135 cm in E777).

The inefl|ciencies are not uniform, but are somewhat worse near the edges of the
arrays, and substantially worse near the fiducial volume edge, particularly near the
magnet surfaces, in part because of the loss of photons which are blocked by the
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magnet auffacel and do not hit any primary mirrors. Fortunately there are also few
particles near these kinematic boundaries, and the particles which populate these phase
apace regionl are easily separated kinematically between Dalitz decay candidates and
candidatea for the rare decays of interest to us.
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4.4 Mirror Construction

The optics construction for both C1 and 02 uses the idea of a complex mirror made of
smaller components. Each component is an element of a cylinder, with a small "sec-
ondary curvature _ across the narrow side of the mirror element. The mirror elements
are oriented roughly vertica_y, with the primary curvature along the vertical direction,
and the seconda_ curvature across the narrow part of the mirror element, in the hor-
imntal direction. The function of the secondary curvature is to make the curvature
more nearly continuous in the horizontal direction.

The optical design aims at winimledng the material introduced into the particle
paths, while maintaining precision and stability of the reflecting surfaces. The design
of the primazy mirror systems exploits the i;_ted ra,_ge of incident angles of Cerenkov
photons, which permits the reflecting surfaces to be resolved into overlapping elements
without su_ering photon losses f_m trapping between the elements. The di/_erential
components of the reflecting surface can then be constructed of very thin reflecting
sheet, constrained to the desired optical figures by low-mass supports. These low-mass

elements are then organized into the full reflecting surface by supporting/aligning plates
at the perimeterof the flducialvolume.

The mi.,Tor di/[erential elements are thin acrylic sheet, 0.8ram (the thinnest sheet
made), vacuum metallized with aluminum, and overcoated with MgFI. The supporting
fram___esare shaped and bonded from 0.25" sheets of RohaceU, a low-density polyimide
rigid foam, with densities ranging from 0.03 to 0.075 in our application. The first C1
mirrors were made with the lowest density Rohacell, but some replacements have been
made with the heavier 0.05 density material. The C2 mirror frames were made with
(0.05 - 0.075) material; multiple scattering in this counter is much less serious, since it
will not result in a fake C2 electron identi/ication.

Rohacell's linear dimensions vary more rapidly than acrylic's when exposed either to
temperature or humidity changes, and the design allows for these differential expansions
by avoiding direct bonding between the two materials, tethering the acrylic sheet to
the Roha_.]l support via loops of polyurethane bands bonded to the rear surface of
the acrylic. A tension of about 10g is used for the attachment; this corresponds to a
stretch of Imm of the thin polyurethane bands used. Distortions at each attachment
point are typically less than 4mrad, our d;stortion limit.

The resulting structures present 35 mg/cm 2 , or about 0.2 % r.l. to the detected
particles. With the bendlt of our substantial development work in hand, the full
complement of component parts can be fabricated using about 20 hours of machining
on an n_cally controlled (NC) milling machine, and 20 hours on a good-quality
manual milling machine. The machining of the component parts is small compared to
the assembly and testing time, which was carried out at Pitt by undergraduates.

The flexibility of mirror construction of this technique may be promising for other
applications in which large thin reflector surface area is required.

Distortion Tests

The mirror design which has been _developed meets the required distortion limits
and remains stable over time, in normal humidity and temperature fluctuations. The
design is simple to allow for ease in construction.

The CI mirror elements &re approximately 60 cm long by I0 cm wide "slats"; the
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C2 mirror elements are approximately 40 an long by 14 an wide. Each "slat" is a
cylindrical element, with individualized radius to that each slat focu-es to a spot
somewhat in front of the PMT. Three ribs run the length of the mirror elements and
struts provide the spacin s between the ribs.

The radii and orientation of the differential mirror elements are tested by scanning
them with a laser beam delivered via a mirror which can be rotated about a point on
the cylinder axis. By _ the deviation between this point and the reflected
beam, we obtain a _t of the distortion at any point on the mirror. Roughly,
__ = 2(_- y_.j._)6R/R. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that misalign-
malts (or mirror distortions which cause deviations) less than approximately 5 mr will
not affect overall llght collection efficiency substantially. The radii of the primary mir-
rots are 200-300 cm. We thus choose as a design criterion that the maximum deviation
of a given ray at the return (nominal focal plane) for any mirror be less than 2 cm. For
individual mirrors, oriented freely, only a few percent of 75 tested input rays per mirror
element are beyond this criterion. Due to close spacing and some assembly faults, the
fraction increases somewhat in the final assembled quadrants, but is still at such a level
that we anticipate loues of not more than 5 % of the photons which would be collected
by the ideal design.

A snudl seconda_ curvsture in the short dimension of the mirror is also included
by slightly depressing the center rib relative to the side ribs by about .25ram. This
secondly curvature is not required in the idealized solution used in the simulation
studies. Including the small secondary curvature is expected (and shown in the simu-
lation studies) to improve overall light collection. Distortions at the end are controlled
by small cross pieces betwee_ the ribs, to support the alum/nJzed reflecting surface.

One unexpected development was that the heating during the metallization process
weakens the acrylic somewhat. This effect confused .he initial studies, since mirrors
satisfying the design criteria were rather easily obtained with a range of attachment
procedures with unmetallized acrylic, but found not sufficiently delicate with the metal-
lized surfaces. After some studies and improvements (giving up the extra thin 0.25mm
fly-cut surfaces and dropping back to the 0.8ram acrylic available as a standard or-
der, changing metallization companies from one which used an evaporative technique
and additionally had not in the first metallization carefully shielded the acrylic from
thermal heating, and changing the method of attachment from one which used higher
tension but only few attachment points to one which separated the problem of sup-
porting the weight of the mirror surface from the problem of constraining the mirror to
follow the curvature of the rohacell frame) finally an acceptable solution was found for
the metallized surfaces. The present method of attachment uses small epoxy clots near
the center of the mirror to support the weight and prov/de a fixed point of attache-
ment. Light polyurethane bands (about 10 per mirror surface), with tension about 10g
for each attachment point, hold the reflecting surface to the frame in several points.
The sti/]_ness of the acrylic brings the reflecting surface into genera/agreement with
the cur_ture of the frame, with small distortions of order a few mrad at the attach-
ment points. This method substitutes small introduced distortions for the possible
more severe distortions which could arise due to differential expansion. Stability tests

are still underway, but to date lack of stability (occasionally at the level of I0 mrad)
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beyond our desired design criterion) seems to be associLted with mechanical distur-
bances, and to relax with time to the original aligned result. An arrangement to do
computer-controlled scanning should be implemented if this technique were to be used
on a la_er project.

Figure 9 shows a plot of return ray deviations alons the length of one of the C1
mirrors, shortly after _;_-_m_t. The quantity shown is the amount by which a ray
originatinlg at the center of the cylindrical slat misses the center on return. Simulations
indicate that return deviations of less than 4 cut lose less than 2-3% of the photons,
while deviations of ammuch as 8cm would lose 10-12% of the avaU_ble photons. A
deviation of 4 an on return corresponds to a deviation of the mirror normal by about
4mrad. The sensitivity of the photon collection to deviations of the mirror normal is
shown in Fisure10.

A small improvement, not taken into account in the above estimate, will arise from
the small secondary curvature, which _ the primary mirror surfaces more like a
mirror with continuous curvature than the simulation would indicate. Figure 11 shows
the stability of the alignment over time, as the root mean square deviation of points
from the central value.
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Mock optical ray traces A prototype quadrant setup at BNL allows analog tests
of the ray tracing results as well as tests of performance of the final aligned mirror
assemblies. Sixm_tions show that 5-10 mradians variation in orientation and about

5-10 can variation in radius of curvature does not affect the overall performance of the
Cerenknv counter appre_bly. These tolerances set the acceptable mirror distortion
and ,_;nl;_,,_,t limits.

Previous prototype quadrant tests (carried out by undergraduate Cindy Miller on
early prototype mirrors) aimed st a detailed comparison of the ray trajectory through
the optics. These tests, done on a small sample of rays, showed that of a sample of
44 rays tested, 33 were collected to the end of the collector as expected, 4 were lost
as expected, and only 2 were not collected at the end of the collector, even though
they we_ expected to be collected. Only 5 were found outside the PMT radius but
expected to be inside. Typical deviations from the expected position, were 1-2an at
entrance to the collector and a few cm at the collector exit. These tests were done

with early versions of the mirrors, with substantial mirror imperfections, and a rather
crude collector model, and indicate satisfactory performance, since several of the rays
were at the edge of the expected photon phase space acceptance.

The detailed checking of ray portion for a few rays has been replaced by checking
for acceptance of a hu_ger collection of rays, since many imperfections may affect the
exact position, but we are interested in the final result: are the photons collected? BNL
tests on the final full quadrant seem to be adequate in this regard. One quadrant has
to date been tested in detail. Of 1000-1500 rays checked, ony 15.20_ of those in the
Dalitz phase space are lost. This is consistent with expectations from the simulation.

4.5 Photomultiplier tests

Knowledge of the parameters of the photomultiplier tubes one uses is essential to under-
standing the Cerenknv counter performance. An optimum PM design would combine
windows with good transmission at least down to 180nm and high first dynode electron
mnltipication (20 or better) permitting good resolution between single photoelectron
signals and pulses arising from processes further down the multipication chain. The
only tube with a reliable high first dynode gain (the RCA/BURLE 8854 with a GaP
first dynode) has a U.V.-transmitting glass which cuts of below 250am, but we have
decided to use this tube because of the good first dynode response and because other
tubes tried did not show long term stability (Hammamm_tsu) or were unavailable
in practice (Amperex) or were much more expensive (both Hammammatsu and Am-
perex).

Tests of the Burle 8854's used in E777 indicate that most of these tubes have first

dynode gains of approximately 20 (necessary for the single photoelectron discrimina-
tion), and have not developed disabling after-pulsing because of helium permeation.

Timing tests will be made in conjunction with a decision about use of wavelength
shifters (for example, p-terphenyl), to shift the spectrum from the low wavelengths
dominant in the Cerenkov photon spectrum to the higher wavelengths more efnciently
detected by the PMTs. The question of whether the use of wavelength-shifter improves
the quantum yield is a generally vexing which we hope the the development of an
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absolute quantum efBciency measurement technique may help answer.

Test Setup H. Michael Gar_, graduate student has set up a monochromator-based
PMT test station, shown in Figure 12. Light from a deuterium lamp (with a spec-
trum containing ultraviolet light) is focussed onto the input slit of a monochromator.
The mo_mator is adjusted to output light in a narrow band of wavelengths (ap-
proximately 10 tun) with a low light flux so that the PMT operates in the single
photoelectron event domain. The output of the monochromator travels through the
li_t tube to a silicon photoodiode (which is used to measure photon flux) or to a
light-tight box housing the photonmltipUe_ tube.
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Figure 12: Photomultiplier Test Setup
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Test Modes The photomultiplier tubes have been tested in two operational modes:
nmltiplier mode and photodiode mode. The PMTs are placed in these two distinct
modes _ different base and high voltage conflsm_tiom (2800 volts for the multiplier
mode, 600 volts for the photodiode mode).

In the nmltiplier mode, the PMT amplifies incident photoelectrons into a current
pulse usins the dynode stages. Pulses are counted with • scaler using a discriminator
set well below the peakof the output from a single photoelectron. In the photodiode
mode, the dynode s_ are connected to the anode and the photoelectron response
k meuured directly u anode current.

_uantum Ei_©iency For a low flux, average one photon incident on the photocath-
ode in the time interval of a recorded event, an estimate of the quantum efficiency can
be ma_. Within the premmt large systematic uncertainties, we are consistent with the
manufacturer's specifications for the tubes.

In addition to the absolute quantum efficiency measurements, we note the 10%
losses for light st the one photoelectron level, shown in Figure 13. These losses are
consistent with results seen by other experimenters. (private communication, J. Napoli-
tano).

The reason for the interest in the comparison of quantum e/_ciencies measured
in the two modes is that manufacturer's specifications are given for the photodiode
configuration, but the tubes will be used in the multiplier configuration. The trajec-
tories between photocathode and first dynode vary with photoelectron energy (photon
wavelength) and the consequent kinetic energy of the photoelectron. These results are
still under study, but there is some indication that at shorter wavelengths, where the
Cerenkor light is most copious, the quantum efficiency in the photomultiplier mode is
somewhat less than in the photodiode mode. Such a trend would be consistent with
lower observed Cerenkov counter fight yields observed with respect to those calculated
using manufacturer's quantum efllcie_cy specifications.

Other results obtained from studies in the test setup include:

I. measurement of the difference in response when the PMT is illuminated on the
edge or in the center of the face. These measurements show only about a 10%
effect between center and edge. They were done as a function of magnet current
(Figure 14) to check the efficacy of the magnetic shielding, which seems adequate.
In the test, a control PMT was located away from the magnet while a shielded
PMT was placed into its E865 position. The figure demonstrates the changes in
quantum efficiency for the test tube as a function of magnet strength with the
test PMT illuminated at either its center or its edge. The operating current for
the experiment is 3600 amps.

2. Timing tests of transit time spread indicate spreads of about 1.5nsec for fight
incident on the center of the tube and 2nsec for light incident on the outer edge
of the tube.

3. gain variation as a function of single photelectron rate., results foran early base
design are shown in Figure 15. The PMT was exposed to a variable intensity
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background (blue LED) while measuring the gain associated with a delta fight
source (used to trigger an ADC gate). The present base design, stiffened by zeners
in the dynode voltage distribution chain, have somewhat better performance,
holding up well up to 10MHz. The expected maximum rate for the tubes is
about 5MH_.
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Figure 15: Counting rates for a test photomultiplier for light incident on the edge and
in the center, as a function of rate.
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4.8

The b_ _ dadped st_insfromthesuQestedBURLE configuration,withadded
stiffentns by addition of Zenerdiodes in the dynode voltase distribution chain. Both
bench tests and reliability calculations we_ done, indicating an expected failure rate
of not snore thin one in the lifetime of the experiment. Three spares will be on hand in

case of such failure_ and it is estimated that the 8as turn around time will be of order a

day. Given the relative e_e of chanl_aS a base, and the ste_ incremental expense curve

as one &ttempted to improve the lifetime using components with an oi_cial military
reliability specification farina, and the o',wm]l uncertainaty in the calculations, this
levelofreliabilityseenmiadequate.

The e_ect of the Zeners was di/_cult to calculate, since their addition increases the

complexity of the desisn , and introduces additional components which can fail On
the other hand, their addition allows the base to be run with less current through the

re.ton and w_ judsed on balance to be beneficial.
The reliability calculations were done usin s methods su_ested in the MIL-HDBK-

217 standard. A 70 desree C temperature was assumed for the case, and the sensitivity
of the remslts to temperature w_ checked. The parts stress and parts count method

results were compared.

4.7 First performance

The desisn thus seems adequate in the computer. The emphasis now is on testing it
empirically, first by analo s optics/setups and then by construction and performance.

The ri_t hand side was instmmmted with CO2 in the 1993 SUmm,'q' en_Icteering run.
Due to problems with the low mass mirrors (both distortions introduced due to the
thinness of the 10-rail acrylic which was used in the first mirrors, and some additional
mirror damage incurred due to faulty P_S of the first three quad.,_uts, and due to

limited instrun_tation of other detectors which could have b_en used to identify good

electron candidates, the number of photoelectrons seen in the engineering run was not

well determined and ranged from 5-9 per electron. Figure 16 shows the response of
one of the tubes to a single photoelectron, from data taken in the test run. Figure 17
shows a spectrum (in units of photoelectrons) of overall pulse heights. We interpret
the peak at 15-17 p.e. as due to a conversion electron pair, indicating a yield of about

8 photoelectrons per electron. Other spectra, shown in Figure 18, taken with triggers
which emphasized the edges of the mirror assemblies, where known faults exist, gave

somewhat lower estimates of performance, ranging from 5-8 p.e. The results in 18 show
data from events in which a 3 Gev electromagnetic shower was seen in conjunction

with confirmation in the upstream hodoscope counter shadowing the shower. The
background is from data at comparable intensities but with no electron required. There
is a broad excess at 4-6 p.e. One difficulty in extracting a performance number from
these testa was the knock-on electron and scintillation background from the beam, since

the beam area was emphasized in these triggers. Even these results are encouraging,
since the simulation results show acceptable performance with 6 p.e. average, and

improvements are expected with the optics modifications since last summer.

The mirror frames have now been repaired and realigned, and thicker (30mil) acrylic
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mirror surfaces, attached in a new fashion (with multiple polyurethane bands) are now
used. These changes have reduced distortions to of order 4 mrad on average, with
occasional deviations twice that (from the ideal solution). The sensitivity of the photon
col]e_on to such deviations is shown in F|s_re 10.

The Cl shell is presently in place in the E865 experimental ares, and the optics and
pint's are expected to be installed by May, to take advantage of the first low intensity

4.8 Summary of innovative aspects of the Design

The designhi. emph_imeda,kptsbility, both becau_ therearea varietyofother decay
modes which may eventually be studied with the E865 configuration, and because
ucerts/nties in other fentures of the experimental configuration made it desirable to
hold options open until late in the construction cycle.

The decision to construct the mirrors from differential elements, initially taken to
facilitate light-weight construction, also promotes: I) Quick modification of the optics
from these thin mirror elements, which do not ha_'e to be repurchased; 2) freedom
in the choice of pint and concentrator positions - paramete_ usually constrained by
the mechanical configuration of shell; and 3) increased flexibility in the arrangement
of magnetic shielding; confis,_rations for the pint's, a feature which is also ordinarily
constrainedby the .hell

The design flexibility has also readily accomodated reconfigurations of the shell of
C2 requi.,_d by sccen to MWPC readout cards.

Construction techniques We have developed effective and economical techniques
for mealins extended frames, edges, using tastable polurethane gasket cast on surfaces
finished with grinding and orbital sandins after welding. The performance of this
technique is indicated by C1, which after the reworking of the too-thin window, has
shown no leaks under helium testing at 150% of the design pressure in either gasket
or window. The design for explosive gas containment does not rely on, and is not
limited by, the mechanical strength of the mylar envelope, which is left slack so that
the tension forces are entirely supported by the kevlar. This technique permits the use
of a dual clamshell configuration, without a common containment membrane for the
two compartments.

Flexibility in the optics requires, for applications involving explosive gases, in addi-
tion to the innovations in mirror fabrication, redesign of the pint bases to secure very
high reliability, and to minimize the explosive hazards involved in placing them within
the explosive gas containnmlt. The reliability studies have included the application of
standard miispec codes and parameters, the collection of available commercial relia-
bility parameters, and the building of burn-in facilities. Fabrication includes potting
on a cylindrical geometry and gives additional advantages of heat shedding , complete
cont_nment_ and compactness, as well as ease of fabricating the linear photomultiplier
base chain. The experience which we will acquire in the course of running will shed
additional light on the practicality of engineering a solution to this sort of problem.
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Figure 18: A spectrum, in terms of number of photoelectrons, from one of the instru-
mented tubes in C1 in the 1993 engineering run. A rough peak is seen at about 5 p.e.

In the data, "electron" of 3 GeV are required.
i
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5 List of Presentations and Publications from this Task
t

Below the list of publicstious from the past year for this task are given.

5.1 HELIOS Publications

1. "Kaon production in 200 GeV/nucleon nucleus-nuclens colUsions', _ ,lys. Left.

2. Psuls A. Pomianowski, "Electron-Muon Pairs in 450 GeV/¢ p-Be Collisions: A
Limit on Non-Charm Physics contributions Relative to Charm Production and
Decay _, Phl) thesis, and PrI_-94-06, University of Pittsburgh, January 25, 1994.

3. J. Autos, et al., "Soft Photon Production in 450 GeV/c p-Be ColUsion_', Z. Phys.
c5e, 7 (1993).

5.2 Novosibirsk/Vepp-2M/Phi Factory
I. "CPT-Viol_tion: Present Status and Planned Measurements at Phi Factories",

J.A. Thompson, presented as invited talk at the UCLA Mini- Workshop on Low
Energy Signals from the Planck Scale, October, 1992, and published in Gamma
Ray-Neutrino Cosmology and Planck Scale Physics: Proceedings of the
2nd UCLA International Conference and Other Meetings, ed. David B.
Cline, World Scientific, 1993, p. 316.

2. invited presentation, on CMD2 kaon physics, to be given by E. Solodov at the
Fifth Conference on the Intersections between Nuclear and Partitive Phyiscs,
Florida, May 26-June 6, (arranged through J.A. Thompson).

3. invited presentation, on CMD2 phi physics, to be given either by E. Solodov or
J. A. Thompson at the FitCh Conference on the Intersections between Nuclear
and Particle Phyiscs, Florida, May 26-June 6. (arranged through Thompson

4. "Recent results from Phi and kaon studies with CMD2 and future plans for
VEPP-2M and Novosibink Phi-factory", talk by E. Solodov at "Flying Phi Fac-
tory" workshop, Indiana University, March, 1994, Bloomington, Indiana

5. "CPT Violation Measurements, and plans to measure f0_ at VEPP2M and future
phi factories", talk by J. A. Thompson at "Flying Phi Factory" workshop, Indiana
University, March, 1994, Bloomington, Indiana

6. Talk by E. Solodov at SLAC, March, 1994, "First look at the Phi with CMD2"

7. Talks by J.A. Thompson, to audiences ranging from undergraduates at Tuskegee,
Jackson State, Tougaloo and Washington University, to a HEP seminar at
Chicago, to a colloquium at Rice.
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1. J.A. Thompson, presentation to HEPAP, January, 1994.
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Appendix I

A Limit on Correlated Electron-Muon Pair

Production From Non-Charm Physics
Processes in 450 GeV/c p-Be Collisions

HELIOS Collaboration
Paula A. Pomlanowski

March 16, 1994

Abstract

Data taken in 1989 by HELIOS-I (NA34) at the CERN SPS (450
GeV/c proton beam on Be target) have been examined for e±/_ _ pairs

" with associated m/ssing energy. The predominant source of these cor-
related pairs is the semi-leptonic decay of two open charm hadrons
created from a c_ pair. The e# signal, wh/ch has average missing

energy of 21 GeV, is shown to be consistent with expectations from
charm decay with at most a 2% contamination from kaon sources.

demonstrates that e_ pairs are a clean way to study inclusive
charm production. By normalizing the e_ signal to companion ee
and #_ signals, a 2r upper limit of 1.53 _5, with a 32% systematic
error, was placed on unexpected physics processes decaying through
a correlated e*_: channel, or twice the contribution expected from
charm.

1 Introduction

Decay of a c_ pair can be tagged by looking for an oppositely signed lepton
pair in an event with |arge missing ener_ (carried off"by the two associated

neutrinos). However, the study of inclusive charm production in hadronic
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colliaione is complicated by the more readily produced resonance meson de-
cays and the leptonic or semi.leptonic decays of charsed pions and kaons. By
lookin s for charm decayin s t]uoush the electron muon channel instead of di-
electron or di-muon channels, the larse sipal from neutral meson resonance
decays are avoided throush lepton flmily conservation. At _/; of 29 GeV,
only correlated K +K- pairs where both kaons decay semi-leptonicaUy have
the possibility of contributing substantial e/_ sisnal, which is silo produced
with a large missing eners,y signature. If the sipal from K +K" decay is
found to be small compared to the charm sisnal, and if the background
sources of uncorrelated ieptons are unde_tood and reduced, a clean sample
of e# pai_s from double semi-leptonic charm decay can be extracted. After

•properly normalizins the e/_ sample, z measure of:

can be obtained. This provides an upper limit on other non-charm processes
decaying through the e# channel.

2 Apparatus, Triggering, and Data-Taking

Uelloa/l in I gSIP

i!Jl,l '_N
lil(ml I_ Hi

ei ilm wo ties

Fisure I: 1989 HELIOS-I Configure- Fi_e 2: Close-up of HELIOS-I Tar-
tion get Region

The HELIOS-I setup combined electron identification, muon identification,
and measurement of missing ener_,y carried off by neutrinos. [I] A 450 GeV/c
proton beam was focused onto &4cm Ion8 thin (125/_m diameter) beryllium
wire target. Particle tracking and momentum information was obtained from



three drift chamber, (DC1, DC2, and DC3) separated by a magnetic field.
Electron triggers required a coincidence between a silicon pad array, tran-
sition radiation detector, and uranium/liquid argon calorimeter (ULAC).
Muon triggers required a track in the proportional chambers matched to
a hit in the hodoscope (scintillators separated by an iron wall). Hermetic
calorimetry provided a measurement of the total energy in the event. Fig-
ure I shows the appar_tns during the 1989 run, with a close up of the target
region shown in Figure 2.

This study used the three trissered data samples taken during the 1989
run: di-electron (e. e), di.muon (_. _), and electron- muon (e. 9) triggered
data. The di-electron and di.muon data, with their well-understood reso-

nance peaks, were used to test the success of reconstructing electrons and
muona as well as to provide normalisation of the ep signal. Because the e.
trigger was not turned on until toward the end of the run, proper normaliza-
tion required that only e. e and _. _ triggers corresponding to this period
were used, and data tapes with any known equipment problem were removed
from all 3 samples.

3 Event Reconstruction and Selection

Muon reconstruction required that a muon spectrometer track was matched
with a drift chamber track to improve the momentum resolution and re-
ject muons produced downstream. Electron reconstruction required that an
isolated ULAC shower was matched spatially and energetically with a drift
chamber track. The calorimeters were monitored by history flash-ADCs to
reject beam particle pileup. Punch-through particles were removed by a
cut on muon chamber multiplicity. [2][3] The total ener_3, resolution ob-
tained from the calorimeter flash ADCs for background interaction events
w_ _z,_=18 GeV.

After these criteria were required of the leptons from all 3 data samples,
the di-electron and di-muon data, shown in Figure 3 and Fi_,ure 4 respec-
tively, show clear evidence of the p/_o resonance peak. A strong _ peak is
also evident in the #t_ data. However, these basic cuts were not enough to
reduce the background in the eta data to the level that the signal can be seen
clearly. Additional cuts, which will be discussed in the following section, are
required.
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4 Analysis and Results

4.1 Electron- Muon Signal Enhancement

.. Afterthe initial selectionof el_trons and muonswas performed,the Lund
Pythia 5.3 Monte Carlo prosram [4] was used to generate 4 di_erent sets
of events. Two body resonance decays of p, w, and _ into both the ee and

_ channels were used to insure that the apparatus Monte Carlo program
accurately reproduced the acceptance, elBciency, and resolution of the real

apparatus. B&ck_ound sources of single leptons (K ± and f_ decays for
muons, and for electrons, _.0 and 17Dalitz decays where one electron is not

reconstructed) were alas generated to insure that the apparatus Monte Carlo

prospero reproduced the entire mass spectrum properly in the ee, _, and
e# Uke-sisn data. The background Monte Carlo events also provided two

important cross checks. For the di-electron data, the like-si_n background
predicted by the Monte Carlo through normalisation with the p/w --. e+e -
peak asreed roushly with the like-saSh backsround obtained in the data. For

the di-muon data, the numSer of like-alan pairs seen in the data indicated
that the apparatus could reconstruct decays on &ver_e within 12 cm of the
target, a reasonable result. The 5&ck_round Monte Car|o events were also

used to test the efficiency of various cuts on removing e_ back_ound. The
final two Monte Carlo event sets were sources of e±_ q: si_,nal: correlated c_



and K +K- semi-leptonlc decays. They were studied in order to determine
how much of the ,ipal wu due to each process, and to learn how to reduce
the K +K- sipal (if necessary) and enhance the interesting ca sipal.

Various cuts were applied to insure that pairs were well separated (to
avoid triller biu) and that the Monte Culo and data distributions showed
e4reement (for example, an openinS ansle _eater than 30mrzd and a 6cm
separation at the ULAC face were required).

Table 1: Effect of Drift Chamberand Momentum Cut on e# Data

Momentum Requirement! P, _ 3, Pp__ 7 GeV/c
Dm3,,'!t02:3+ 32 924m30,1"t00%i' 99-+44(100%)'10.tt

....Din23,,,t,553, a3m
Momentum Req_ment: g >_7, P,,,> 7 GeV/c

DC2a! 3m_ _9 260,xO(_8%)i1!Oz+-2s.(lo2%)! 0139DO,Z23I 205• 14 119+.11(].3_)I so± ].s(m'_) [ 0'7_+
.+

The _utime+# _:sips/wu 99 ± 44 pairs, with a sips/to noise (noise
here de_ed m the numberof e:_ _:pairs) of 0.11. Two criteria proved to be
sufficient to reduce the backgroundwithout szcrificins much signal: requirins
the electron and muon momentum to be greaterthan 7 GeV/c, and requirmS
a drift chamber track with sesments found in all three drift chambers. The
result of these cuts is shown in Table 1. The larsest sisnal, 101 :E25 with
a sisnal to noise of 0.39, is obtained when both the electron and muon have
momentum _ 7 GeV/c and a drift chambertrack with sesments in DC2 and
DC3. The sisal to noise can be increued to 0.72 by sddins the requirement
of DC1; however, the inefficiencyof this drift chmnberreduces the sis_nal85%
to 86 ± 18.

4.2 Estimation of K+K - Con.t'-rzDu+zon'" to Sisnal

Besides ca decay, at _/_ of 29 GeV, the Standard Model allows only correlated
K+K - decays to contribute substantial sisnal throush the e_ channel. [5]
However, due to the IonS kzon lifetime, no more than 2% of the signal seen



in this analysis wus estimated to come from K +K'. This estimLtion wu
ar.hievedby tiffin| the well-understood di-muon like-sip data by the ex-
pected hedron decay product distribution, • Monte CLrlo_uro of 71.5%
w_, 26.9% K i, and 1.6% K_.. Thus 7.4% of the like-sip pa_:8wereproduced
through K tK :_--. #ip_. The Monte Culo wu then used to est'unate the
sipal expected in the di-muon data u comins from correlated K iK_: (pro-
duced from u JJ pair) decay. Because the e# _ud #_ sLmples correspond to
the same number of interactions, the sipal expected in the e# d•t• should
be the suns u the _ tipal multiplied by correction factors for di_erencu in
bruchins ratio (reduction of • factor of 14) ud efficiency of reconstruction
(reduction of • factor of 2). This reduced the expected K ± K _: -, et #_:
Field to st most 2 pairs, or about 2% of the ep 8ipal. Thus, this Jipal is
expected to be ue_sible compared to the charm sipal.

4.3 Comparison of e/z Signal to Charm Monte Carlo
]_vents

The kinematicdistributions predictedby the Pythia 8.3 Monte Carlo genera-
tor show sood •sreement with the e# sip•l, u seen in Fisures 5 ud 6. (Here
both the electron ud muon hive momentum >_7 GeV/c but no requirement
on DC1.) An overall X2 of 50.2 is obtained for 41 degrees of freedom, which
corresponds to s probability of the X2 of 15%. Of particular sisnificance is
the Isrse missins energy Msocizted with these events. Missin8 energy,which
is the energy measured by the calorimeter fluh ADCs subtracted from the
total energy Lvailsble in the collision (450 GeV), is L sipsture of neutrino
production. Positive missing energy confirms that neutrinos were produced
in the event, as is expected in the semi-leptonic decay of chazm quarks. The
men missins energyof 21 GeV in the eg signal events ••tees with the Monte
Carlo expectation (also 21 GeV), and althoush the statistics _re small, in-
dicates that the sisnal does not h&vea lazse component of pairs produced
with less or no rot•sins enersy.

The shape agreement between the data ud Monte C_rlo spectrL, as well
as the good sisnal to noise ratio, sU support the interpretation that this
method hu produced L clean sample of e/z pairs from charm decsy.



Fisure 5: ep Sisnsl vs. c_ Monte Carlo





isobt_iaed,andfor 1=,>_.7 andP_ __7 GeV/c,1.16± 0.53_ is obta_sed.
(_on quoted _re statisticsd.)A total systematic en'or of 20% is estimated.
If am averssed branchins ratio for Br(_ --_ e*p_X) of 2.13:0.3% is used [8],
the followins is obtained:

•(_) = (3e, 19f,b)/_U(e. > 3.nd e_>_7aeVlc)
or:.

,r(e) : (55 3:25_)/him (P. >_7 and P_,>_7 GeV/e)

which saree to within statistical error. These results support the view that
the c_ cress section (which includes Ac and D,_ production) is much larger
than the D/_ cross section, which wu measured by the EHS collaboration
to be 14.63:2.0 _b [7] for 400 GeV/c p p interactions.

4.5 Upper Limit on New Sources of e/z Signal

Another way to interpret the present results is to place an upper limit on
I the crou section of une.._pected physics processes which can decay into e±# _

" pains, where:

UsinS the largest value obtained, crB__.,_ : 1.163:0.53#b sad comps,inS
it to a current best estimate of _(c?.)BR(c?. --, e_p_X)uwc,._ = 0.69 :is
o.xT_,bIs][9]y_d.:

_r(new phgsics --, e_#_X) = 0.47 3: 0.53#b

with &32%systematic error (including the uncertainty on the _(c_) × B R(c_
e_p_X)__ prediction). Therefore, a 2¢ upper limit on unexpected physics
processes decaying through a correlated e_p_ channel is determined to be
1.53 t_b with s 32% systematic error, or slishtly more than 2 times the con-
tribution expected from charm.



5 Conclusions

This study concludes that the signal .een in the electron- muon trigsered
dLta sample taken in 1989 by the HELIOS collaboration comes from the
semi-leptonic decay of open _ hadrons. No more than 2% of the signal is
estimated to come from/f+K-.

In addition, the kinematic distributions predicted by the Pythia 5.3 Monte
C_lo senemtor show good a_.ement with the ep signal. The mean misdn s
energy of 21 GeV in the ep signal events as_ees with the Monte Carlo expeo
t&tion, and although the statistics ate small, indicates that the signal does
not h&ve L large component of pairs produced with less or no missing energy.
One conclusion from this work therefore is that electron - muon pairs ate an
excellent way to study includve charm production.

A meuurement of

.(_) [Z_R(c --. e+X)BR(_ _ _,-X) + BR(_ -. e-X)BR(c -- #+X)]

was obtained, and used to place an upper limit on non-chatm production.
The 2_ upper limit on unexpected physics processes decayin$ through L

. comlzted e_p _ channel is 1.53/_b with a 32% systematic error, or twice the
contribution expected f_om charm.
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Appendix 2
Report about

Simulation of rotational magnet for Fi-factory.

Introduction.

In present time project of storage ring for 500-800 Mev electron-
positron beams is under development in INP ( Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Novosibirsk, Russia ). It is suggested to obtain high luminosity in this
project. This type of storage rings calls Fi-factory. The superconducting
C-shaped sectoral magnet with gradient of magnetic field has been proposed
as rotational magnet for INP's Fi-factory.

The main parameters of proposed magnet are following:
i) magnitude of flux density in the aperture 6 TI,
2) magnitude of gradient in the aperture -5 Tl/m,
3) rotational angle for equilibrium orbit 30 degree
4) radius of equilibrium orbit 0.283 m
5) the aperture 0.04 m
6) the edge focusing 4 degree

The construction of the magnet has been developed from
2D-simulation of axi-symmetrical model, in which used new concept of
homogeneous field creation ( homogenity -0.001 ). There is a need to make
3D-simulation and optimization of this construction before production[of
the magnets. 3D-simulation has been made using the program TOSCA and
pre-post-processor OPERA-3D (Vector Fields Ltd.). I have mastered TOSCA,
have input magnet geometry and parameters, have developed the numerical
model and have simulated proposed construction during the two month of my
visit. Unfortunately, the optimization of construction has not been made
because of my visit was over. The result of my visit can be respected as
good.

The simulation of the magnet.

The simulation of the magnet begins from development of numerical
model, which consist of mesh design and selection of optimal division by
trial-and-error method. Actually, The process of development of numerical
model takes most of all time. I have been taken 3 weeks to complete this
one. The subdivision is optimal if the one's variations can not affects the
results. It takes to simulate one construction under different subdivisions.
The selection has been made on the basic of quasi-axi-symmetrical model
and the results agrees with results of 2D-simulation of axi-symmetrical
model of the magnet.

The calculation of field from currents takes 70-80% of simulation
time for one variant (approximately 10 hours CPU time on IBM RISC / System
6000) because of the geometry of coils was complicated and the distance
between current and iron was small. It was the main difficulty for
simulation. In addition, it should be note that the problem was
essentially non-linear because of the part of iron is saturated.

The few test constructions were simulated after development of the
numerical model.

The results.

The results of the simulation are the distribution of
magnetic field along the equilibrium orbit in aperture 4 cm and
the traces of electrons. According to this results, we can know the



quality of field in the central cross-section and fringing field, as
well as the integral and focusing characteristics of the magnet.

On the fig. 1 you can see the cross-section of the magnet by
orbit plane ( Z = 0 ). There are three traces of electrons with energy 480
Mev on this picture. The central trace is the equilibrium orbit, for which
a rotational angle is 30.26 degree, and two other traces shows the bound of
aperture and egde focusing, which is 3.39 degree. This results correlates
well with the above suggested parameters (see Introduction).

According to distribution of magnetic field in the central cross-
section of the magnet, there are dipole, quadruple and sextuple components
of magnetic field in the aperture of the magnet. On the fig. 2(a,b,c) you
can see the distributions of magnitude ( B ), gradient ( G=dB/dx ) and
sextuple component ( S=dG/dx ) of magnetic field respectively. The magnitude
and gradient of magnetic field is respectively 5.7 T1 and -3.9 Tl/m in the
center of the magnet. This are a little bit smaller than the proposed
parameters because of the simulation has been made under not quit appropriate
currents value. But it is not very importent, because of the proposed
parameters can be reached by increasing of currents value. The sextuple
component of magnetic field was a surprise, but it is not bad, because of
the one's distribution is closed to constant 15 Tl/m*m and it is possible
to use this component.

In general, after analysis of obtained data the following
conclusion can be reached: this construction of superconducting C-shaped
sectoral magnet, which based on new concept of homogeneous field creation,
is appropriate and can meet the requirements for good quality of magnetic
field.

An additional point to emphasize is that it shows a possibility of
simulation of this type of magnets on computers, which can be compared
favorably with IBM RISC / System 6000 by speed.

Researcher of INP Alexei Grudiev.
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Abstract

The e+e- colliderVEPP-2M atBINP is currentlytakingdatawiththeCryo-
genicMagneticDetector(CMD2)[I]atpeakluminosity5*10_°c'm'2s-lwithplanto
increaseluminosityby a factorof10-20[2].The presentdataacquisitionsystem[3]
providesa maximum inputrate250 Hz ofI Kb eventsfrom thedetectorintothe
memory oftheAP-32 processorforthirdleveltriggerand datamonitoringand has
25Hz maximum outputrecordingratetoEXABYTE tape.

The transputerbaseddataacquisitionsystemisunderdevelopment.The present
digitizingsystemisplanedtobe readoutviaCAMAC by a transputerbasedCon-

troller(CC)and aftereventbuildingbe sentviaseriallinksto a LinksSwitching
Network,managed by LinksSwitcher(LS).The LS isina VME crate,whereup to
17Tr_nsputerModules(TM) may beinstalled.The LS keepsinformationaboutthe
TM statusand sendsthenexteventintoa freeTM. The TM isusedu a highlevel
triggerwithalmostcompleteeventreconstruction.Ifthedecisionispositivean in-
terruptionissenttotheVME master.The ForceCPU-30 runningOS-9 iscurrently
usedtoreadoutreconstructedand packedeventsfromtheTM and recordthem onto
EXABYTE tape.

The CC, TM withT805 and 2 Mb internalmemory have been developedat
theBINP. The LS isbasedon theT212 transputerand C004 LinkSwitcher.The
transputerfileserverand developmentsystemwillbe createdforIBM PC DOS and
OS-9.

A speedofapproximately700Hz,limitedby CAMAC modules,h_sbeendemon-
stratedforreadoutof1Kb CMD2 eventand sendingitvialinktoTM. The possibility

" ofa paxallelreadoutofa CAMAC cratesordi_erentdetectorsubsystemsand send-
inginformationintoa severalTM forparallelreconstructionhas beendiscussedfor
futurePhi-factoryapplication.

1 Introduction

The purposeof thefollowingreportisto describetheprogressmade inthe
developmentofthe transputerbaseddataacquisitionsystemfortheCMD2 [I]de-
tector(locatedattheBudkerInstituteofNuclearPhysics,Novosibirsk,Russia)and
todiscussthefuturedirectionofthesystem.

The transputerbasedDAQ upgradecurrentlyunderdevelopmentincludesthe
replacementofdataacquisitionequipmentfromtheleveloftheCAMAC cratemaster
upward.The INMOS transputer(IMS T805,IMS 212,[MS C004)isusedextensively
intheupgradedue totheeaseatwhichsystemmodularitymay be obtained,four
fastseriallinks(1.6M-byte/secperlink),lowpricetoperformanceratio,and thefact
that[NMOS providesa largefamilyofcompatibleand easilyconnectabletransputers



and peripherals. This allows further upgrades to the system to be made relatively
easily when increases in luminosity and the addition of subsystems require it. Also
much interest has been generated, in the HEP community, concerning the newest
member of the INMOS family, the IMS Tg000 (Fig 1). The machine code for the
Tg000 is backward compatible with the T805 and it may be connected via link to any
T2/T4/TS-series system using a single chip (IMS C100 system protocol convertor)
to convert the link protocols. The block diagram of the suggested system is shown if
Fig. 2. In this system the current KLUKVA digitization system will be read out via
a T805 based Ca_nac Master. The Camac master will send built events to the VME

transputer farm where partial reconstruction and a third level trigger decision will
be made. The results will then be gathered by the Motorola VME master which will
run CERN's SPIDER package.

The majority of the work to this point has concerned the software development
and hardware debugging of both the CAMAC and VME systems. Introduction and
summaries of the progress made to both systems are included in the following sections.

[
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Figure I: TransputerPerformance

2 Camac Modules

The responsibility of the Camac system is fast readout of the digitization elec-
tronics, event building, and passing the built events to the VME system. The Camac
system provides a standard modular data handling system which may be easily ex-
panded to enable readout of new detector subsystems. Also, Camac systems are used
in the majority of Nuclear and High Energy Physic Experiments and devices that
adhere to the Camac standard are readily available. Camac modules may also be
interconnected to construct many useful structures (i.e. tree,pipe). [n the current
system, one position is filled by the master module, one by the Central System Con-
trol Module, and the remaining positions are filled with slave modules. The modules
are linked via "DATAWA¥". A "DATAWAY" function is issued by the crate con-
troller in NAY format. The command contains a station number (N), subaddress
(A), and function (F). Thus any slave can recognize commands to itself and perform
the necessary functions (note: geographical addressing is used).
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Currentlytencamac modules(9forreadoutofKlukvasand 1transputermaster)
areresponsibleforreadingthe18Klukvacrates(whichcontainthedigitizationelec-
tronics),whiletheCSC moduleisresponsibleforreceivinga signalfromthesecond
leveltriggerand notifyingthe mastermodule when a eventmust be read. Each
Camac slavemodule isresponsibleforreadingtwo Klukvacratesviatwo channels.
Data receivedfrom theKlukva'sarevariablelengthand theend oftheeventissig-
naledby an interruptsignal(notQ) fromtheKlukva.The Q lineisa specialline
on the CAMAC bus dedicatedwhich givesthestatusoftheslavecurrentlybeing
read.AlldatafromKlukvacratesaregatheredby thetransputermasterbeforebe-
ingsentto thenextstage.Currentlythe Klukvareadoutrateis1.6uS per 16 bit
word (thisis_.hedesignlimitofthe Klukvamodules).Thisresultsina minimum
readouttimeofapproximately800uS perevent(avg.eventlengthof1.0kilo-bytes)
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and a dead time of 200 uS due to digitizing electronics. As mentioned previously the
new upgrades will effect only from the Camac master upward. For this reason the
digitization electronics and Camac slaves are not discussed in detail in the following
report.

2.1 Process Structure of the Camac Master

The majority of the work on the Camac system has dealt with the data ac-
quisition software of the IMS T805 Camac master. The Camac slave modules from
the current CMD2 DAQ system will be used in the system upgrade and the master
module is the only new module in the camac system.

The process structure of the transputer master is displayed in Fig. 3. The high
priority process EVENT HANDLER is the only high priority process on the camac
transputer, it waits for a signal from the second level trigger that signifies that an
event has passed it's requirements. Physically, this signal is a LAM signal coming
from the Carnac Central System Control module. When this signal is received control
is then passed to the low priority process EVENT READ which is responsible for



readoutand buildingoftheevents.Klukv_ Modules are readoutone at a time
startingwiththe firstDC module. A not Q signalissentby a modulewhen it's
informationha_beencompletelyread.As an eventisreadtheinformationisgrouped
accordingtothe subsystemoforiginationwith thefirstword beingthe lengthof
theinformation.Thiscloselyemulatesthe EQUIPS structureofthecurrentDAQ
system.When theeventiscompletelyreadan interruptsignalissentand theprocess
placestheeventintotheringbuferand terminates.The useofan interruptwith
a highpriorityprocessisnot possiblewiththeT805 thereforeitisnecessarythat
EVENT READ islowpriority.Normaily2ms timeslicingoccursbetweenlowpriority
processes.To insuremaximum readoutspeedofevents,itisnecessarythatallother

lowpriorityprocessesarehaltedwhileEVENT READ isreadingan event.Thisis
a_complishedby thereadoutprocesssettinga flagimmediatelyafteritreceivesan
eventsignai.EVENT SEND recognizestheflagand thenwaitsfora messagesent
vialinkfromEVENT READ. Whilewaiting,foran incomingmessageprocessesuse
verylittleCPU time.When thereadmessageisreadytoterminateitresetstheflag
and sendsa messagevialinktoreactivatetheEVENT SEND process.

Low priorityprocessEVENT SEND isresponsiblefortakingthe eventfrom
the ringbuffer,doingsome basicpacking,and sendingtheeventout throughthe
transputerlinktotheVME transputer(willbesenttotheIMS C004 crossbarswitch
inthefuture).Then allpointerstotheringbufer_reupdatedand theprocesswaits
tosendthenextevent.

The purposeof theringbufferistoinsureminimum readouttimeisachieved
sothateventsthatoccurcloseintimearerecorded.Withoutsucha buretevents

occurringcloseintimewouldbe lostdue totheaddition&ltimerequiredforevent
building.The ringburetis2{}0kilo-bytes(200events)inlength.An arrayofpointers
is used to keep track of the first position of every event. This is necessary since the
bufer is subdivided according to the length of the event which varies. To insure
that their are no attempts to sca_ data before it is written or to overwrite data
which has not yet been sent out to the VME tr_sputer, semaphores are used. These
semaphores provide a method to ensure that only the correct processes may operate
on the data in the buffer while it is in a particular stage. The e_ect of semaphore
usage on system throughput is very smail due to e/_cient utilization of semaphores in
the T805. The _-,dormance of the Caxnac master has been simulated using two T805
transputers. One to simulate the flow of events from the Klukva modules and the
other to perform all the tasks of the Cam_c master. Appropriate delays were placed
to simulate the readout rate of the Klukw system and event of the current average
size were used (0.8 Kilo-bytes). Initial tests achieved a rate of 700 Hz. Optimization
of the code may produce higher rates but the current rate is already a significant
improvement over the current system, su/_icient for current luminosities, and limited
by Klukva readout speed.



3 VME System

The VME system consists of the VME data bus, the Motorola 68030 mMter
module, the link switching module, and the transputer slave modules. The VME sys-
tem is responsible for receiving events from the Ca_nac transputer module, processing
the events, keeping and displaying basic event statistics, and writing prucessed events
out to EXABYTE tape for ofltine analysis.

3.1 Camac to VME Switching Network

Currently the Ca_ac and VME systems &re directly connected via transputer
link. However, this causes severe limitations on the system and will be later replaced
by a fast link switching network. The Camac transputer has four free links. There-
fore, the Camac transputer can only be directly connected to four VME modules
putting a limit on system modularity. To resolve this problem a switching network
hu been designed. The network utilizes a IMS C004 32-way crossbar switch which
provides full interconnection between 32 link inputs and 32 link outputs. In the fu-
ture, all communication between the Camac transputer master and VME transputer
slaves will be via this switching network. This device provides a means for easy
expandability and will be compatible with future INMOr, ?roducts.

The design of the switching network has been completed by G Aksenov. The
crossbar switch is controlled by a T212. This design passes data from CAMAC con-
troller to T212 via link and from slave to T212 using the VME bus by utilizing
interrupts. This eliminates the link connections between slaves allowing more free-

- dom for configuration of the slave modules, the addition of processors to the slave
modules, and greatly simplifies the addition of system hardware. The T212 uses the
information of the CAMAC controller and the slaves to route incoming events to an
appropriate slave. Modules added to the system only require one link connection to
the crossbar switch.

Modules have the ability to raise an input or output interrupt. The output
interrupt signals the VME _taster that a event is to be read and the output interrupt
signifies that a slave module is ready for input of an event. Arbitration between
slaves competing for input data is accomplished by the T212. When an interrupt is
received by the T212 it decides which slave is to receive the data and routes a single
event from the CAMAC controller to the appropriate destination. After the event
has been received the T212 waits for the next slave interrupt.

3.2 VME Motorola 68030 Module

This is the master module which is responsible for the overall control of the VME
system. This module is responsible for gathering event data that passes the third level
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trigger and reconstruction and writing to EXABYTE tape. The master also keeps a
record of important statistics during the run. The 68030 is currently running an OS-9
operating system which provides the multi-tasking real time environment necessaxy.
The master module must also be used as file server module for the transputer slaves
during system startup and when modifications to the transputer slaves occur. A mass
storage VME module, 235MB haxd drive and 3.5 in floppy, have been included in the
VME system. Currently a file server is being developed so that the VME slaves may
be booted from the 68030. The slave modules could also be booted via a free link

from another system (i.e. IBM pc), but the ability to boot from the 68030 master
provides more unified system.

SPIDER, a multi-tasking data acquisition system developed by CERN, is cur-
rently being installed under C_:_9on the VME master. SPIDER can be thought of as

,



being divided into four tasks, event production, control, asynchronous event retrieval
for online analysis, and event recording. The package has been designed for porta-
bility and fast event handling. The CERN NNCNL31 news letter quoted a speed of
under Ires/event for an unspecified event length. SPIDER also currently provides
integrated histogramming and graphics pa_ges for online monitoring and provides
the needed flexibility for CMD2 data _quisition needs.

To be used with the current system SPIDER would have to be supplied with the
addresses of the slave event buffersto be read. It would then respond to the slave
interrupts by reading their event buffers and resetting their aztive flag. All other tasks
such as event recording and event monitoring are standard SPIDER applications and
will not be discussed any further in this report.

The Motorola master is signalled by a interrupt set by the transputer slave.
Spider then calls a handler routine which reads the event into the event buffer. The
rate at which events can be recorded to EXABYTE is currently limited by the rate
that events can be read from the VME slave modules memory. Currently the readout
rate is 130 Kbyte/sec, this results in a rate of 65 HZ of 1 Kilo-byte events taking 50
percent of the 68030's cpu time just to read. This is primarily due to the fact that
the current memory interface between the T805 and VME bus requires hand shaking
and prevents block moves.

A new VME transputer module (Fig 6) which utilizes dual ported memory has
been designed by A. Chertovskih. This rate that this module may be read out from
the 68030 will exceed 1 M-byte/sec resulting in 100 Hz of events taking less than 10
percent of the 68030's CPU time. This rate will also exceed the current limit of the
EXABYTE drive (.5 M-byte/sec). Section 3.3 provides a further discussion of this

. module.

3.3 VME Transputer Modules

Each transputer module is connected to the linker module by one of its bidirec-
tional links. On each module resides two T805 transputers with 2 M-bytes of memory
each. Each T805 acts independently. Events are read from the Camac transputer
module via the link switching network. When a event is directed to a T805 it is
processed to see if the requirements of a third level trigger are satisfied. If satisfied
the processing continues otherwise an interrupt is immediately raised on the VME
bus. this interrupt signals the T212 link switcher master that the module is ready an
input event. The transputer then awaits the arrival of a new event. In the next stage
(Fig. 5) the event is input into the reconstruction code. If the event does not pass
reconstruction the event is removed and an appropriate interrupt is set to notify the
link switcher. If the event does pass through the reconstruction code an interrupt is
set to notify the 68030. The transputer slave then waits for the 68030 to read the
event from the buffer (process the interrupt). After the interrupt is serviced a new
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interrupt is set to notify the link switcher that the module is ready for the next event.
The module then waits for the interrupt to be processed by the input of data.

Previous efforts to port the reconstruction code (CMD2OFF) have proven dif-
ficult in two regards. Due to the fact that the current code relies heavily on DEC-
FORTRAN extensions the majority of the code must be rewritten. We currently
have the 3L Parallel FORTRAN compiler which supports very few of the DEC ex-
tensions. The second problem is due to speed. The most computationally expensive
sections of code were extracted from the offline reconstruction program and run on
both transputer and DEC-station. Projections made from this study show that the
reconstruction code will run at approximately 4 Hz per T805. Considerable efforts

10



would have to be made to speed up the algorithm to achieve the necessary rates for
future luminosity increases. A rate of 100 Hz on approximately 15 T805 would require
doubling the algorithm speed. Also the fault tolerance on the CMD2 reconstruction
code may cause problems.

Due to the mentioned problems with the current reconstruction algorithms C.M.
Valine has begun to write alternative algorithms in C. In other high energy exper-
iments a increase of 2 to 4 times has been realized by rewriting transputer code
from FORTRAN to C. Currently cell reconstruction and sewing of tracks has been
accomplished but track fitting and vertex finding must still be completed. Also the
cuts in the current reconstruction rely heavily on the momentum of tracks. This
information may prove enough to sufficiently reduce the data. One drawback against
writing a new algorithm in C is that this will add a sizable piece of code which must
be maintained.

3.4 Alternative VME Transputer Modules

As mentioned in section 3.1 a transputer module has been designed by A. Cher-
tovskih. This module (/_g. 6) has 2M-byte of dual ported memory, two interrupt
requesters (IP_QIand I11Q2),and is able to operate in block move mode for fast data
transfer. The module uses a T805 as the main processor. As show in fig. 6 the
module allows the addition of standard TRAMs (size 2) to the main module. For
example, two T805 TRAM modules could be added to triple the processing power of
each module.

The addition of the TRAMs could easily be utilized in parallel algorithms. The
- TRAMs could also be used for the majority of the processing (such as drift chamber

reconstruction) leaving the main processor to classify the event type based on high
level information. Moreelaborate consideration of algorithms specially suited for the
module will be made at the time of it's availability.

3.5 VME Transputer Module Software

The functionality of the VME transputer system could be greatly enhanced
by the addition of several functions. Event packing is one such example. A data
format (EVT) written by S. Lopatin and implemented by algorithms of C. Valine
could compress data by a factor of 2 to 4 times. This is accomplished using c data
structures. The current data structure stores crate numbers, crate addresses, and
uses 16 bit words for storage of addresses and values (values of all systems are less
than 16 bit). The new algorithms store values with exactly the precision of system
(i.e. the drift chamber amplitudes are 12 bit values) and calculates wire, crystal,
or tube numbers rather than the crate number, crate address, and subaddress. The
conversion can be accomplished at a rate of approximately 160 Hz with one T805.

II
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This is very fast relative to the expected rates for the reconstruction algorithms. The
use of such data compression could greatly save on the cost of magnetic tapes for
data storage and increase the rate at which events could be written by the Exabyte
drive.

To implement such compaction techniques one of two steps are needed. Either
the writing of a program to convert the data back to the currently used Cern OnLine
format or the rewriting of the CMD2OFF reconstruction input routines.

Programs for the online monitoring of CMD2 detector subsystems have also been
written. If used with the OS-9 file server and the NFS filing system the system could

display histograms such as those show in fig. ? online. This would allow the quick
detection of malfunctioning components. For example malfunctioning drift chamber
wires are easily seen in fig. ? because they are recording hits much more frequently
than surrounding wires. The program histograms the important detector information
passing through the transputer which it is loaded on. In the future, the information
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will be summed and recorded to a file on the 68030 filing system via 0S-9 tra_sputer
file server. The file will then be available via NFS for display on various systems
using standard graphics pacl_ges such as PAW or automated display programs. The
MONITOR programcurrentlyrunsatoverIkHz on a singleT805. Due tothisfact
thedegradationtototalsystemspeedisnegligible.

4 Future CMD2 DAQ Plans

Althoughsignificantprogresshasbeenmade inthedevelopmentoftheCMD2
DAQ systemtherearestillmany unresolvedquestions.Most of theseproblems
have been conceptionallyresolvedbut must be completed.This sectionmentions
importantfuturedevelopmentsasseenby theauthors.
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4.1 Third level Trigger

Fast recognition of background and collinear events will greatly enhance the per-
formance of the DAQ system. The development of such algorithms have already been
staxted by various members of the CMD2 group. A collaborative effort in further en-
hancements to these triggers will benefit the current DAQ work. By fast recognition
of these events system performance will be greatly enhanced. For example, a third
level trigger currently under development by V.A. Monich, for recognition of single
track single cluster events, could increase system throughput by a factor of 60 percent
while reducing the dat stored to tape by 80 percent. This algorithm uses a simple
histograrnming method and could easily ported to transputer. Currently the algo-
rithm is being tested on the current system to determine its efficiency and whether
it introduces any biases to the interesting physics processes. Further investigations
of suchalgorithmsarenecessarytomaximizesystemperformance.

4.2 Fast Recognition of Collinear events

Collineareventssuchasbhabhaeventsarecurrentlyusedforluminositycalcula-
tionsand asa checkofdetectorefficiencies.Currentlyallcollineareventsarerecorded
and reconstructedinthesame manner asmore complexevents.Thistreatmentof
collineareventsissatisfactoryforcurrentluminositiesbutan alternativemethod for
dealingwiththeseeventscouldenhancefutureDAQ performance.Due tothesim-
plicityofcollinearevents,theymay bereconstructedwithfarsimpleralgorithmsthan
thecurrentreconstructionprogram.Ifprojectedon theX Y planetheseeventsonly
have two degrees of freedom (radius and angle). An algorithm that reconstructed
DC tracks using a Hough transform and checking the calorimetry informa,tion could
be used. The relevant information, such as transverse momentum, and energy depo-
sition could then be histogrammed as a luminosity check. One example of such an
algorithm, written by V. Logashenko, is currently running on the AP-32 for bhabha
luminosity measurements. This algorithm could possibly be ported to the T805 or
be used as a model for a new algorithm.

5 Conclusions

Although considerable progress has been made in the development of the CMD2
DAQ upgrade significant challenges lie ahead. The most time consuming job from the
software side will be porting and optimizing the current reconstruction code (30,000
lines of DEC Fortran) to the 805 or rewriting of the necessary algorithms in C. The
later will be worked on this spring by Valine due to the previously mentioned problems
with the FORTRAN approach. Also development of fast event filters for collinear
and background events will provide a challenging pattern recognition and software
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development problem in the future. A third level trigger to filter background events
has been written by V.A. Monich. The data reduction is approximately 80 percent.
This algorithm could be easily ported to transputer after it is thoroughly tested.

On the hardware side, faster access to the T805 slaves from the master are

required. The transputer module of Chertovskih will utilize dual ported fast ram or
switchable memory and should provide more than adequate rates for event rates of
up to 200 Hz. The completion and testing of this module will be done this spring.
Also the C004 b_sed switching system (Aksenov) is essential. This system has been
designed and tested in other systems and will be implemented and tested in the
CMD2 system this spring.

Initial tests of the transputer based CAMAC master show rates of 700 Hz. Opti-
mizing of the code could provide further increases but limits imposed by the designed
readout speed of the Camac system will prevent large gains.

The system outlined in this report could use as many as 34 T805s for online
event processing. This will give us approximately 34 times the power on the current
DAQ system. The system will be adequate for luminostities increases of a order of
magnitude. Also the system is very modular allowing for further upgrades such as
the addition of CAMAC controllers for readout, addition of coprocessors on VME
slave boards, or the addition of another VME based system to share the load of event
reconstruction.
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Abstract

The general purpose detector CMD-2 has started experiments at the up-
graded e+e- colliderVEPP-2Mat Novosibirsk[I], operatingwith peaklumi-
nosity _. 5. × 103°cm-2sec-z. The resultsfrom _. 300rib-I of collecteddata on
e+e- annihilationinto hadronsat centerof mass energyaround 1 GeV and at
lowerenergiesare presented. This is the first measurementof the fourmajor

decay modesin a single experiment.The resultsareconsistentwith previous
measurements,and haveerrorscomparableto the currentworldaverages.The
datasamplecurrentlyin handis 5 timeslargerthan thatfor the resultspresented
here,and willyield resultson rareand semi-rare_ and Ks decaymodes.
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1 Introduction

The _ccelerator VEPP-2M shown in Figure 1 at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics
in Novosibirsk has been responsible for a line of important results in e+e - physics,
including the most precise pion form factor measurements [2] and results on @, w, and
p meson decays [3]. It was upgraded during 1988-92 to allow higher e+ currents and
injection in the energy range of 360-1400 MeV c.m.

After installation of the new booster, the accelerator VEPP-2M at the Institute of
Novosibirsk has peak luminosity L _ 5. x 103Ccrn-2sec-I at 40 mamp per beam at the

center of mass energy.
The CMD-2 detector situated in one of the intersection regions of VEPP-2M is a

general detector, with a precision drift chamber and propotional Z-chamber inside an
axial magnetic field, a barrel (CsI) calorimeter, and a muon range system. A BGO
endcap calorimeter has now been added but was not in place for the data discussed
here. The CMD-2 research program and the connections between the future @ factory
projects with luminosity (I - 3) x 10_crn-2sec -I in Novosibirsk, Russia [4] and at
Frascati, Italy [5, 6]. have been described elsewhere [7, 8, 9, I0].

In this paper we present results, from about 300nb -I of collected data. The data
sample is largely concentrated at the 4_. In addition, there is _ 20nb -I taken in the
continuum near the _, of which 14 nb-l is used in these results.

From the data near 1020 MeV, we present results on the major decay modes of the
@: _ --. KsKL, _ _ K +K-, _ --, _7, and @ _ f+_'-_'°. Results on rarer processes
will be addressed in a later paper using the full 1.4pb-I collected in runs up through
July, 1993.

2 The Detector

2.1 Tracking system

The CMD-2 detector, shown in Figure 2, has been described in more detail in other

presentations [11]. The tracking system of the detector consists of a cylindrical drift
chamber (DC) [12] with 80 jet-type drift cells arranged in three superlayers, and
double layer multi-wire proportional chamber with cathode and anode readout [13]
(called the Z-chamber, or ZC) placed behind the DC. The outer radius of the drift
chamber is 30 cm, and the length of the sensitive volume is 44 cm (that is, 4- 22 cm
from the center). The average radius of the Z-chamber is 31.4 cm, and it is 80 cm long.
Both ch_-nbers are mounted inside a thin (0.39 X0) superconducting solenoid with an
azimuthally symmetric magnetic field up to 1.5 T [14]. The uniformity of the field is
better than 1.5% over the drift chamber volume.

All three coordinates of the charged particle track in the DC are determined from
the wire hits, the drift time and the charge division, with 200 p resolution transverse to
the beam and 0.3 - 0.4 cm. longitudinally. The momentum resolution seen is 2-3% for

pions in the energy range of this experiment, which is about 50% worse than expected.
The difference is believed to be due to small electric field distorsions in the DC cells,

which are not completely correctly taken into account during reconstruction.



Figure 8 shows the ability of the DC to separate slow charged kaons from minimum
ionizing particles by dE/dx information.

The Z-chamber presents 2.4% radiation lengths to a typical particle. The Z-chamber
anode signais are used both in reconstruction and in the trigger. The allowable time
jitter from the anode sectors of less than 60 ns is set by the VEPP-2M 60ns bunch
crossing and cycle time. Forthe fast gas mixture of freon-14 (CF4) with a 10% admix-
ture of isobutane, the avarage over four hits time jitter around 5 ns is seen, as shown
in Figure 3. The z-resolution fromthe cathode information reconstruction is presented
in Figure 4. it is found to be 0.073 cm avarage for all track angles.

The freon.14 gas mixtures give high gas gain without polymerization and serious
aging effects. Irradiationof a prototype by 20 keV photons from an X-ray tube gave an
accumulated chargeof 3 x 10-3 C/cm, without a visible loss of gain. This is acceptable
for the CMD-2 detector system since we expect the charge accumulated by the Z-
chamber in a 5-year run at VEPP-2M at I. x 103Scrn-2sec-s luminosity to be about
I0-aC/cm.

2.2 Calorimeter

The Csl barrel calorimeter [15], 8.1 Xo deep, is placed outside the solenoid. The
c_[orimeter [15] consists of 8 octants. Each octant contains 112 Csl crystals doped
with Na and arranged in 7 linear modules of 16 crystals each. Five of these modules
are constructed of the rectangular parailelepiped blocks with a size 6x6x15 cm**3 while

• the two edge modules consist of crystals with a special shape to assure close contact
of the octmats while keeping approximately the same scintillator thickness in these
regions. The calorimeter gives an angular resolution of 0.02 radians and an energy
resolution of about 9% (rms) in the energy range 100-500 MeV, in good agreement
with simulation. The Bhabha events are used for calibration to obtain this resolution.

Figure 5 presents the distribution of the energy deposition of one cluster in the
calorimeter for selected events with two collinear tracks. Two peaks are seen clearly.
A low energy peak corresponds to minimum ionizing particles (e+e- _/_+/_-, _r+_r-
and cosmic background) while the high energy peak is due to Bhabha scattering events

-.
The endcapBGO calorimeterisinplacenow,butwas notinstalledduringthe

accumulatingofthedata,presentedhere.

2.3 Range system

Outsidetherestofthedetectoristhemuon rangesystem[11],consistingofironand
streamertubes.The spatialresolutionseenis20-30mm inz ,and thedetection
efficiencyofthedoublelayerismorethan99%.

2.4 Tracking processor and Trigger

The data acquisition system uses a PDP-11 computer and a home-made AP32 processor
for the third-level trigger [16]. The maximum data acquisition rate is presently 250 Hz
into the AP-32 memory and 50 Hz to tape.
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The triuer processor [17] is started by signals from the Z-chamber. The track
processor generates a "common stop" signal after finding one or more tracks in the two
inner sectors of the drift chamber in coincidence with Z-chamber sectors. (The outer
sector is not used, to allow a larger solid angle for the trigger tracks.) [f there is no
"common stop" signal, the stored digital information is clea_ed after 1.25 _sec. The
processor suppresses backgrounds, mainly from cosmic rays and beam-gas or beam-
wall interactions, by about a factor of I00, and gives an output rate 200-400 Hz at
maximum luminosity.

For the data described here, the trigger requirements of one track in the track
processor in coincidence with total energy deposition in the Csl calorimeter greater
then 60 MeV reduces the triuer rate to 30-50 Hz. This loose trigger still includes
about 90% background events, of which about half are events with only ! track and one
cluster. These events arise from beam-beam, beam-wall, and beam-gas interactions.

The third level trigger (program, written for AP-32) is developed and reduces output
rate by another factor of 2-3, but was not used for data presenting here.

3 Analysis

3.1 Selection of Collinear Events and Determination of Lu-
minosity

The luminosity is determined initially roughly from the double bremsstrahling moni-
tors. It is determined more precisely in our detector using the observed collinear events,
which are composed of ee, _, and _r_rpairs, from the equation:

where

= o..(1+ + +6..d,.)+o,.F(1+ 6..d,.)
i8 the sum of the cross sections for co[linear events with radiative corrections and _e_

is the reconstruction efficiency for collinear events.
The criteria for the collinear events used in determining the luminosity are:

1. A vertex formed of two oppositely charged tracks in the drift chamber.

2. Average momentum of the two charged tracks greater than 240 MeV/c, and the
perpendicular mom_,ntum of each track less than 800 MeV/c. Figure 9a shows
the average momentum distribution for collinear events.

3. Azimuthal angle difference (_) less than 0.1 radian. Figure 9b shows the A_
distribution, and indicates an angular resolution of about one milliradian.

4. Tracks nearly perpendicular to the beam: 0 between 1. and 2.14 radians. Figure
9c shows the a_imutal angle distribution for co[linear events, mostly determined
by Bhabha events, showing by daahed histogramm, where an additional cut to
cluster energy has been applied.

4
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5. Number of points on each track at least 6.

6. Distance from the nominal collision point to the vertex less than 0.5 cm. Figure
9d shows the distribution of the radial distance of the two-track vertex from the

nominal collision point.

These cuts leave about 530 nb of cross section for the collinear events.

For this channel, as for each of the other channels described below, a subtraction is
made in the z-vertex distribution, to remove cosmic ray background. The distribution
of the z-vertices is shown in Figure 10a. The number of selected co[linear events,
reconstruction efficiency, calculated cross section and luminosity for each of our energy
points, is given in Table i.

3.2 Selection of Charged Kaon events

Two charged kaons are the main decay channel of 4_. But they have low kinetic
energy, not enough to go through the Z-chamber. The Z-chamber can be fired only by
secondary particles from nuclear interactions of stopped kaons. However, our trigger
demands one charged track in both the drift chamber and the Z-chamber, and our
studies of the KL interactions in the calorimeter [18] indicate that the present GEANT
modelling of low momentum kaon nuclear interactions is not sufficiently accurate to
allow its use in the determination of absolute efficiencies. Because of the difficulty of

correctly modelling the kaon nuclear interactions at the triuer level, despite the small
volume, only/t'+/{ - events in which one kaon decays in flight are used. In this case
we have at least one enough particle energetic to make a trigger. An example of this
kind of events is shown in Figure 11

Because of the long kaon lifetime (about 50 cm) compared to the 6 cm fiducial
volume of our detector, only a few of the kaons decay in the 6 cm fiducial volume of

our detector. Figure 12a represents a histogramm of the reconstructed momentum of
secondary particles from charged kaons decay at rest which decay, 21% are in the mode
7r_r° and 64% are for the mode/_v. Two peeks from muons and pions are clearly seen.

Figure 12d shows the space angle distribution. Figure 12b shows the kaon momen-
tum, while Figure 12f gives the average momentum of the two charged kaons, for events
in which both are reconstructed as collinear decays. Figure 12e gives the radial dis-
tance of the decay from the nominal collision point, while Figure 12c gives the z-vertex
of the decay.

The cuts used in selecting the event sample are:

I. Momentum of the charged decay product in the kaon system between 1I0 and
360 MeV/c.

2. The opening angle of the decay product with the kaon between 0.15 and 3.0
radians.

3. The momentum of the kaon not more than 40 MeV/c above the momentum
calculated from the energy and kaon mass.



4. The closest distance of approachof the kaon less than 0.5 cm from the center of
the detector.

5. The decay muon and pion angle with respect to the z-axis between 1.0 and 2.14.

6. The angle of the kaon with respect to the z-axis between 1.0 and 2.14.

7. The decay vertex between0.5 cm and 6 cm from the center of the detector radially
and within 10 cm of the center of the detector longitudinally.

The number of events in each decay mode ( lrlror #v) is determined from a fit to
two Gaussians, centered at 205 MeV/c and 236 MeV/c, respectively.

The Monte Carlo detection efficiency avera_ over the ,_ region for the completely
workingdetector is 0.02034±0.00030 and decreases with energy.

The number of selected events at differentenergy points are presented in Table II.
The total numberof K+K - events, with one identified decay, is 2913.

3.3 Selection of I(._I(°L Events

An example of a KsKL double-decay event is shown in Figure 6. _ decays into KsKL
pairs wereselected with the help of the quantities are shown in Figure 13. The imposed
cuts are enumerated here:

1. Missing momentum (the negative vector sum of trajectories in the drift cha_nber)
between 60 and 150 MeV/c.

2. Two chargedtracks seen in the drift chamber making a vertex within 3 cm of the
beam pipe radially.

3. The average momentum of the above two charged tracks (assumed to make up
the Ks) between 180 and 250 MeV/c.

4. Me//of the two chargedtracks, under the assumption that they are pions, be-
tween 450 and 550 MeV.

5. The momentum of each of the two charged tracks between 140 and 290 MeV/c.

6. The angles of the pions with respect to the z-axis between 0.8 and 2.34.

The complete detection efficiencyfor Ks with the above cuts is found from simu-
lated events to ranse from 37.2% at a center of mass energy of 1008 MeV, to 34.8% at
the highest energy of 1028.2 MeV. The average efficiency o_er the _ region is deter-
mined to be 0.3590 ± 0.0019.

The total sample of events in the KsKL channel is 40,644 reconstructed Ks events
and approximately 400 with both Ks and KL separately reconstructed.

To obtain the number used in the cross section calculations, cosmic ray events are
r¢'_novedby a subtraction of a smooth background in z from the z-vertex distribution
(Figure !0c,d).

The numbersof selected events at the differentenergy points are presented in Table
III.



3.4 Selection of _+_-_° Events

The three-pion final state is found from a sample of events with two charged tracks.
The tracks must satisfy the requirements:

1. The vertex formed by the charged tracks should be within 0.5 cm of the beam
position radially.

2. The momentum of each charged track should be less than 500 MeV/c.

3. The missing momentum (of the supposed neutral pion) should be between 100
and 500 MeV/c.

4. The missing mass squared (of the supposed neutral pion) should be between
-100000 and 120000 MeV2.( Figure 15a)

5. The average momentum of the two charged tracks should between 230 and 400
MeV/c.( Figure 15b)

6. The angles of the pions with respect to the z-axis between 0.8 and 2.34.

7. The azimuthal angular acollinearity should be more than 0.15 radians, and A_
(the opening angle between the two charged tracks) shown in Figure 14, should
be less than 2.5, to remove Ks --* _+lr- background.

An example of a reconstructed three pion event is shown in Figure 16. The numbers
- of selected events for different energy points are presented in Table IV. The total

number of events reconstructed in this channel is 11,761.
As for the other channels, a subtraction in z removes cosmic ray background (

Figure 10b) which is very low for this channel.
The requirement, that the neutral pion should be reconstructed from the photon

showers in the CsI calorimeter was not applied, because 1) It decreases the number
of events by a factor of two, and 2) The number of the reconstructed _r° is different
for simulated and real events. The last item is under study now and believed to be
due to the presence of some number of background photons in real data. Nevertheless,
events with good reconstructed neutral pions were used to estimate nonresonanse back-
ground, coming from four pion production. The events where lr° is reconstructed with
momentum matching the missing momentum from charged particles, have almost no
background. The ratio of the number of events without a reconstructed _r° to the num-
ber with found 7r° at the top of the • is 2.2. At the energy point 497 MeV per beam,

_ this ratio is 4.2 and 37 events with reconstructed _r° were found. The difference of this

channel from all others is, that there is a strong _-w interference and cross section is
not zero at this point. If someone apply the ratio at the top of • to 37 found events,
one can obtain 74+20 background events among 155 found without reconstructed lr°.
This number is subtracted from event numbers at each energy point.

: Figure 15d shows the gamma-gamma invariant mass distribution for all possible
combinations of the photon pair._. The _r° peak is very distinct. Figure 15c shows the

- gamma-gamma invariant mass di,atribution for the sample of events with all applied
cuts. The resolution of the peak is in good agreement with expectations.
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The completely working detector efficiency for this decay mode with these cuts is
0.21774"0.0022, independent of the center of mass energy.

3.5 Selection of _77 Events

This decay of the @ is searched for by means of the three pion decay of the 7?(r/ --*
_r+_r-_r°). This mode is selected from a sample of events with two tracks of opposite
charge. The tracks should satisfy the requirements:

1. The opening angle between the two tracks should be less than 2.5 radians and
azimuthal angular ar_Uinearity greater than 0.15 radians.

2. The vertex should be radially within 5 mm of the detector center, and longitudi-
nally within 5cm.

3. The effective mass of the two charged particles, taken as pions, should be less
than 520 MeV.

4. The missing mass squared of the two charged particles, taken as pions, should be
greater than 100000 MeV 2.

The most energetic photon is taken to be the photon from the primary _ _ r/_fdecay.
Using its direction and the known (not measured) energy (assuming a two body decay
with known r/mass), and taking the charged tracks to be pions, one can then calculate
the missing mass in the rest system of the I?. The resulting missing mass plot is shown
in Figure 17. The background under the _r° mass peak is fit to a smooth function and
subtracted from the peak at the Ir° mass.

The peek at the zero missing mass represents the decay channel of rl _ lr+_r-_fwhich
is seen with the present sample of statistics with three sigma accuracy 31.6:1:I0.7.

The numbers of selected events for each energy point are presented in Table V. The
total number of extracted events is 279-I-21

The efficiency for extracting the T/_fsignal is 0.0562:1:0.0023 for the completely
working detector.

3.6 Determination of Detector Properties and Analysis Ef-
ficiency

The detector and analysis efficiency is determined from a combination of simulated
event studies, special dedicated runs to check trigger efficiency, tests of the shape of
observed distribution, and physicist scans of individual events.

The complete detector is :nodelled with a GEANT simulation, and a sufficiently
large sample of each channel of interest has been generated (from 6k r/_ to 250k/f +K-).
In addition to the efficiencies in the fully working detector, there are known hardware
trigger and detector inefficiencies, whose effects are estimated separately. These inef-
ficiencies have been studied as a function of the run number, since they arise from a)
known readout failures in the drift chamber (corrected during the course of the run),



and b) failed memory chips in the trigger track finder, which appeared near the end of
the run.

The first set of problems, with the drift chamber readout, are concentrated in
a narrow range of the azimuthal angle, and their study is described below for the
collinear events.

Since the trigger requires only one charged track, and a (not necessarily associated)
modest amount of energy in the calorimeter, the general trigger events can conveniently
be used to check the efficiency of various parts of the trigger. In the investigation
described here, the drift chamber efficiency is studied in a test sample of Bhabha events.
The Bhabha sample is selected by requiring two approximately collinear clusters (AO
less than 0.2 rat., taking into account the bending of particles in the magnetic field,
A0 less than 0.3 rad.), with the energy of each cluster greater than 350 MeV. These
cuts are loose and a visual scan of a typical run (1840) shows about 88% of these events
are accepted as good two-charged track events in the drift chamber. The 12% of events
lost divide themselves approximately as follows:

1. 1% not e+e -. These show no hit in either the Z-chamber or the drift chamber

and are believed to be due to radiative processes in which the second charged
particle is contained in the beam pipe, or, in some cases, by a combination of
Z-chamber and drift chamber inefficiencies.

2. 6% with missing drift chamber information, due primarily to the missing modules.
A plot of the efficiency versus azimuthal angle shown in Figure 18 indicates the

• region of missing modules near 2 radians for this test sample.

3. 1% reconstruction errors in pattern recognition.

4. 0.5% ambiguities between drift chamber failures and reconstruction errors.

5. 3.5% of events falling outside the reconstruction program criteria: This can be
due to radiative processes to be corrected for in the radiative correction or due
to the tails of chamber resolutions.

For these runs with readout problems early in the running period, the losses are thus
of order 10 % for the collinear events. They are of order 20% for the other channels. The
reconstruction efficiencies, representing these losses for each energy point, are listed in
Tables I-V.

For the second category of losses, failed memory chips in the trigger, a simulation
was done after finding the chips responsible for the losses. The simulation shows, that
the losses for the collinear electron, muon, and pion events are the same and found

to be (78.3% 4- 0.4)%. For the other channels, the efficiencies for the trigger memory
losses were found to be: (63.0 4- 0.5)% for the charged kaon channel, (74.7 4- 0.5)% for
the neutral kaon channel, (66.3 4- 0.5)% for the three pion channel, and (70.6 4- 0.9)%
for the z/-/ channel.

For one energy point, from which we have the largest number of events, both the
drift chamber readout problems and the trigger memory chip losses were very small,
with overall losses between 3 and 4 % for each of the channels studied. This set of runs



is important to the overa'l integrity of the analysis, since it allows us to compare the
GEANT distributions for the "completely working detector" to those actually observed.

The special dedicated runs were used to estimate trigger efficiency for each studied
channel. One set of these runs uses only trackfinder to trigger detector and signal from
the calorimeter is used for calculation of its efficiency. Another set of runs uses the
calorimeter as the main trigger and the signal from the trackfinder is used for efficiency
studies. These efficiencies were calculated separately for each channel. The neutral and
charged parts of the trigger efficiency and their combination are presented in the Table
VI for each channel. The last line in the table represent normalized efficiency, assuming
efficiency for coUinear events is equal one.

For the low statistic rr/channel, the trigger efficiencies are taken the same as for
three pions.

It is nessesery to point out, that errors from these trigger efficiencies determine
the accuracy in total cross sections for each channel, the same as avarage simulated
efficiency uncertainty.

3.7 Radiative Corrections and Cross Section Calculation

The follow formula was used for calculation of the cross section in each energy point
for each channel:

The integrated luminosity L and efliciencies were discribed in previous sections.
The radiative correction calculations for our detector for all studied channels were

performed according [19] with accuracy better, than 0.5 %. A vacuum polarization of
a virtual photons as well the emmiting of a real gammas were taken into account with
applied cuts for each channel.

The radiative corrections used, for each of the main decay modes of the _, for a
representative sample of energy points, are shown in the Tables I-IV together with
resulting cross sections.

3.8 Determination of Center of Mass Energy

The energy of the machine is set roughly by the known magnet properties and magnet
currents. A more precise determination can be made from the K +K- final state at
each energy point.

For the K+K - mode, the average momentum of the charged kaons in the kaon
sample is used, and again the center of mass energy is determined from the calculated
particle energy:

EK,_ = _/P_ + m_ + dE/dz + dE_.d,

where dE_ad is radiative correction, due to emmiting of real gammas.
Because of the low momenta of the kaons, about 120 MeV/c, the momentum res-

olution is about 5 MeV/c for the kaons, and the energy uncertainty is about 1/5 the
momentum uncertainty. The uncertainty in the beam energy is determined by the un-
certainty of the average of all the individual event measurements, and, for more than
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1000 events in each energy point, is about 0.15 MeV/5. The correction on dE/dx to-
gether with dE,,_ was obtained by GEANT simulation of charged kaons events, passing
through the detector. All real materials, like berillium pipe, mylar window of DC, gas
and wires of DC, were taken into account. The measurements of the thicknesses and
weights of the berillium pipe and the mylar window were performed befor the installa-
tion. The dE/dx correction is about 3.5 MeV, known with about 1% uncertainty. The
radiative correction is about 30 keV. The correction curve as a function of the beam

energy is presented in Figurelg.
The overall systematic error was estimated to be ±60 keV per one beam energy.

But the relative positions of each energy point are known as well as +10 keV.
The procedure of the resonance depolarization energy calibration in VEPP-2M

collider was performed at one energy point. The difference in energy with calculated
by charged ka_ns average momentum is found to be -0.072 4-0.019MeV.

The results of the energy determination, together with the the luminosity, and other
relevant quantities, are given in Table I.

3.9 Fits to Data

The cross sections, calculated for each decay mode (see Tables I-V), were used to ob-
tain _ meson parameters by fitting experimental points with resonance curves of _.
The following formulae were used:

_ Need description from Simon.

All four processes were fitted together. The peak cross sections _0 for each mode,
mass and width of 0 and nonresonance background for three pion decay mode were
resulting parameters from the fit. The following results were obtained.

Me = 1019.431 4- 0.028 + 0.038 MeV

['o -- 4.434 4- 0.070 4- 0.010 MeV

cr(O --. K+K -) = 1983 4- 57 4- 56 nb

_r(O --, KsKl,) = 1334 4- 16 4- 26 nb

_(_ --*3_r)= 571 4-124-25nb

,r(O--,rt7)- 47.14-3.54-2.7nb

The first error represents the statistica uncertainty and the second the systematic
uncertainty, which, for the cross sections, comes from the uncertainties in the trigger
efliciencies and simulated ideal efliciencies. The exitation curves of _ in different modes

I1



with experimental point are presented in Figure 20
This is the first experiment to measure all the major decay modes in one detector,

and therefore the branching ratios can be obtained independently of the other mea-
surements. In this paper we present the branching ratios, neglecting all but the major
decay modes, and taking the efficiency for the different modes from our simulation,
visual scanning and dedicated runs. The branching ratios have not been correctedfor
the known 0.2% of decays to other modes, since this correction is much less than our
other errors.

B(_ --,+K+K -) = 50.344- 1.16%

B(_ ,--+KSKL) = 33.91± 0.94

B(_ _ 3_r)= 14.50± 0.66%

B(@--_r/7) = 1.20 4- 0.11%

The errors here represent both statistic and systematic uncertainties. The electron
width of the _ also can be calculated and is found to be

F,, = 1.249 -t-0.029 keV

These results are consistent with the Particle Data Group values. There is a small
(approximately 2 _) disagreement in the.F_, (the PDG gives 1.37+0.05 keV), but our
value gives better agreement with B(_ --_ #p) = (2.48+0.34)×10 -4. Our value for
B(_ _ee) is

B(¢ _ee) = (2.82 4- 0.08)×I0-4,

compare with B(¢ _ee) = (3.09-t-0.07)×I0 -4 from PDG.
The final values for the mass and width from all the channels are

M, = 1019.431 ::t:0.047 MeV

I',t = 4.434 :t::0.071 MeV,

to be compared with the best ones from previous e+e- collider experiments Mr, =
1019.54 =i=0.12 MeV, F,=4.36:t:0.29 MeV [3]at to the Particle Data Group average of
M, = 1019.4i,1 :t=0.008 MeV, F, = 4.43 =i=0.06 MeV.

12



4 Conclusion

Measurement of the parameters of the _ and its four major decay modes demon-
strates the ability of the detector for precise measurements. Analysis of a sam-
ple in total 5 times the _ data presented here is in progress and will al-
low new results on rare decay modes of the _, including channels of inter-

est in the design of _ factory detectors. The increase in the event sample by
a factor of five will allow also more complete studies of systematic errors, in-
cluding a comparison of different decay channels for the r/ in the 777 mode.
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TableI:Energy,Luminosityand Bhabha Events

Runs contributingtotheData Nearthe Phi

n.n E_,,=±dE,MeV I Nc_a:t:dN I_cou,nb I e,,e't'd_ I L4"dLnb't [

1 497.0004.0.300 84,:04.96 570 1.000+0.002 14.814.0.21

2 504.4004.0.30076[2± 91 544 0.912+0.007 15.34-4-0.22
3 506.942-1-0.078 5C,,11::1::81 536 0.8924.0.009 12.364.0.21
4 508.4474.0.0404627+ 72 532 0.8944.0.0109.374.0.19
5 508.7284"0.031 50664" 80 531 0.8334.0.007 11.454.0.21
6 508.9034.0.02964984.83 531 0.848-4-0.00614.43+0.21
7 509.0374.0.0266704-4-94 531 0.8484.0.00614.894"0.24

8 509.0854"0.017 21247-b148 530 0.9694.0.002 41.374.0.31
9 509.2484"0.019 133734"123 530 0.7834.0.004 32.224.0.34
10 509.4494.0.023 49454" 88 530 0.7834"0.004 11.924"0.22
11 509.5674"0.020 10073+128 530 0.833+0.007 24.274.0.34
12 509.7544.0.038 20974. 49 531 0.8334.0.007 4.744.0.12
13 509.8664.0.03116374-55 532 0.783+0.004 3.934.0.13
14 510.9184"0.027 58144" 98 534 0.7834"0.004 13.914"0.25
15 511.1434"0.040 70024. 89 534 0.8004.0.005 16.394.0.23
16 514.0824.0.034 159074.140 531 0.8074.0.003 37.62:t:0.37

. TableII:K +K- Candidates,Eiliciencies,and RadiationCorrections

n. 1 N4.dNK+K-I _d,,_ I e,,o±d_,_ I radcorr [ cr4.d_r,nb I

104"10 0.0229 0.8554.0.034 -0.230 494. 49
314.7 0.0218 0.7914.0.031-0.240 2184"52

_ 764"11 0.0210 0.8134.0.022-0.255 7004.110
l 1074.14 0.0209 0.803+0.016 -0.255 882-4-123

( 1884.18 0.0208 0.803±0.012 -0.260 12024.124
1934"18 0.0205 0.8034-0.012 -0.260 12134.122

1 7684.33 0.0205 0.9624.0.006-0.260 14504"69
! 4884"32 0.0205 0.6304"0.005 -0.265 18104"124
1} 1794"20 0.0205 0.6304"0.005-0.270 18174"208
1. 4544"28 0.0204 0.6304"0.005 -0.270 22734"146
1 ! 1064"13 0.0203 0.8034"0.006 -0.260 2113-1-265
1 _ 634.11 0.0203 0.6304.0.005 -0.250 19064"340
1 t 133-4-16 0.0197 0.630+0.005 -0.090 9664.120

1i 1294.17 0.0_97 0.6854.0.014-0.070 7154.100
I_ 904.13 0.0180 0.7544.0.0150.245 161+ 24
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Table IIh KsKL Candidates, Efliciencies, and Radiation Corrections

n.n N:t:dNK,K, I eid,,_ I e,.,±d'ep*ilon,,, I radcorr I_:i:d_,nbl

2 644"15 0.372 0.862+0.040 -0.235 184- 5
3 3794-23 0.365 0.840+0.028 -0.235 136+-13
4 1122+-35 0.362 0.889+0.020 -0.250 496+-32
5 1759+.47 0.361 0.822+.0.011 -0.260 726+-36
6 2562+.56 0.360 0.847+.0.007 -0.260 816+-35
7 2958+.58 0.360 0.847±0.018 -0.265 920+-39

8 9858+.95 0.360 0.966+-0.003 -0.265 967+-21

9 6671+.85 0.359 0.747+.0.005 -0.270 1097+-26
I0 2817+.64 0.359 0.747+-0.005 -0.270 12534-40

Ii 5856+.93 0.359 0.747+-0.005 -0.270 1277+-30
12 1379±41 0.358 0.822+-0.011 -0.260 13864-58

13 996+.36 0.358 0.747+.0.005 -0.250 1311-t-68
14 21254-65 0.355 0.747+-0.005 -0.I00 664+.28
15 2280+.51 0.354 0.770+.0.009 -0.080 575+-24
16 1388+.51 0.348 0.7894-0.009 0.250 112+. 5

Table IV: Three Pion Candidates, Efliciencies, and Radiation Corrections

. n.n N+dNa_ I _d,,l I _.c+d_.c Iradc°rrI*'+dcr,nbl

1 1554-15 0.2177 1.000+.0.020 -0.075 22+-8
2 1884"14 0.2177 0.8554"0.054 -0.160 41+-10
3 278+.17 0.2177 0.791+.0.031 -0.210 127+15
4 4394"21 0.2177 0.8134"0.022 -0.240 3084"24
5 5974"26 0.2177 0.803+.0.016 -0.245 3704"24
6 7864-30 0.2177 0.8034"0.012 -0.250 392+.23
7 931+.30 0.2177 0.8034"0.012 -0.255 4604-23
8 30254"53 0.'2177 0.9624"0.006 -0.250 452+.13
9 1746+.46 0.2177 0.663+0.005 -0.250 473+.19
10 708+.30 0.2177 0.663+.0.005 -0.250 524:t:29
11 1506+.46 0.2177 0.6634-0.005 -0.250 550+.23
12 314+.20 0.2177 0.803+.0.006 -0.235 4784"37
13 239+.16 0.2177 0.663+.0.005 -0.220 518+44
14 471+.27 0.2177 0.663+.0.005 -0.025 2094"18
15 4994"24 0.2177 0.765+.0.014 0.005 1554"15
16 4054"22 0.2177 0.794+.0.015 0.760 16+.4
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Table V: 7/'7Candidates, Efllciencies, and Radiation Corrections

n.n N±dNw I qd.., I _,.=4.d_.= I radcorrI #4-d#.nb I

2.7_:1,6 0,_,5820.s55_0.034-0.2004,9_:2.9
3 2.0_1,0 0,05620._9_0.03_.0,2205.0_2.5
4 10.0_z.5 0.0582o.sla_o.022-0.24031.4±1_.1
5 7.0-zo 0.0562o.soa_o.016-0.24519.0±5.5
6 16.T_-4.20.05620.s03:_0.012-0.2_036.3±_.2
7 12.6-4-3.7 0,0562 0.803:t:0.012 -0.250 26,54-T.9
8 72.04.10.0 0,0562 0.9624-0.006 -0.250 46.5::1:6.4
9 29.74-6.5 0,0562 0.706:1::0.009-0,260 33.34.7.3
10 14.9:1:4.5 0.0562 0.7064-0.009 -0.260 45,24-13.7
11 36.84-6.7 0.0562 0.706::1:0.009,0.265 55.24.10.1
12 8.94-3,0 0.0562 0.8034-0.016 -0.255 59.34-20.1
13 4.04.2.0 0.0562 0.7064-0.009 -0,235 35.64.1.7.9
14 13.64-4.0 0.0562 0.7064-0.009 ,0,070 28.14-8.3
1.5 13.74-4.0 0.0562 0.8654-0.014 -0.050 24.34-7.2
16 6.24-2.8 0.0562 0.7544-0.015 0.420 2.94-1.3

Table VI: Triggerefliciencies, extracted from dedicated runs

. Trigger e_,_ _,_ et,_ e_,_
type for coll. events for K+K- events for KoKL events for 3_revents

Csl 1.0004-0.005 0.924+0.013 0.964:1:0.011. 0.980±0.010
TF 0.9614-0.010 0.9124-0.016 0.9614-0.008 0.9234-0.034

CsI*TF 0.9614-0.011 0.843+0.019 0.9264-0.014 0.9044-0.037
1.000 0.877+0.021 0.964:1:0.018 0.942:1:0.040
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Figure I: The layout of the VEPP-2M detector at the Budker Institute of Nuclear
Physics in Novosibirsk.
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Figure2: Horizontalcross section of the CMD-2detector. 1 - vacuumchamber;2 -
clriftchamber;3 - Z-chamber;4 - superconductingsolenoid;5 - compensatingsolenoid;
6 - storage ring lenses; 7..calorimeter;8-muonrangesystem;9 - magnet yoke
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Figure4:Z-chamberresolutionalongtheZ-coordinate,extractedfromcollinearevents.
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Figure 6: A picture of a neutral kaon event in which both kaons decay to two charged
tracks.
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Figure 8: dE/dx in the drift chamber for collinear events. Kaons and electrons are
clearly resolved.
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7
Figure 9: Quantities used in selection of collinear events, a) The avarage momentum of
the collinear events.The resolution is about,6_b)A_, in radians. The resolution is about
1 mrad.; c) asimutal distribution of the collinear events.; d) The radial distance of the
two-track vertex from the nominal collision point. The striped histogramms present a
contamination of Bhabha events, selected by energy deposition in the calorimeter.
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Figure 10: Z-vertex distribution for different types of event, a) collinear events; b)
three pions events; c) KsKL events; d) KsKL events at Eb_=,_= 504.4 MeV.
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Figure 11"The example of event with two charged k_ns with decay of one of them in
flight.
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Figure 12: The experimental distributions for the K+K_ channel, a) The momentum
of the decay particle from the charged kaon decay at rest. d) the spatial angle between
the kaon and the decay particle; b) The reconstructed kaon momentum (from the one
which is opposite to decayed); e) the radius of the decay point; c) the Z-vertex of the
decay; and f) the average momentum of the two charged kaons.
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Figure 14: The angular difference A_,_described in the texti for two charged tracks
seen in the drift chamber. The peak at large Aql is from _ --+ KsKL, Ks -+ _r+_r-.
The broad distribution corresponds to three pion decay of _.
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Figure 15: Quantiies used in selection of the three pion events, a) The missing mass for
three pion candidates, b) The avarage momentum for three pion candidates, c) The
inv_riant mass of two photons from the CsI calorimeter for events with two selected
chargedtracks, d) The invariant mass for each pair of photons from the CsI calorimeter
for events with two charged tracks and any numberof photons.
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Figure 18: The efficiency for finding Bhabha events as a function of azimuth in runs
with missing drigt chamber readout moduls.
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Figure 19: The calibration curve, obtained by simulation, to calculate beam energy by
avarage momentum of charged ka_n events.
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Appendix 5

Studlv of Kaon and Phi Meson Deaays and CP and CPT
V:i.olat:Lon

_O_DU_ OF UNDZRST_DING

between

The Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics

Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences

and

The Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Pittsburgh

, ii l III
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1.ZNT_ODUCTZON

This Memorandum of Understanding describes the

collaboration between the Budker Institute of Nuclear

Physics in Novosibirsk (hereafter called INP) and the

University of Pittsburgh in planning for and carrying out

scientific studies in the VEPP-2M and the planned _-factory

in Novosibirsk. The scientific focus of these planned

studies is described more extensively in "Plans for the

Novosibirsk _-factory", Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. S1_ppl.),

1991, 24A, p.174, and is the varied physics available at the

phi resonance : CP and CPT violation using the KL-K S final

state, and other kaon and phi-meson decay physics.

This Memorandum of Understanding is between the INP

and the University of Pittsburgh. It does not constitute a

legal contractual obligation on the part of either of the

institutions, but indicates their planned activities,

subject to funding availability.

2. COLLAJORATZON O_ZZATZON

The collaboration is for the scientific studies

possible at the _-factory. The principal investigator from

the University of Pittsburgh is J.A.Thompson. Contact

physicists from the Novosibirsk group are S.Eidelman,

B.Khazin, and E.Solodov.

3. ]RI8_ON8 :i:]bZLZTZZ8

Detailed responsibilities will be worked out by

agreement between S.Eidelman, B.Khazin, E.Solodov, and

J.Thompson. It is expected that all equipment will be built

at INP but that Pittsburgh will provide some small pieces

of equipment more easily available in the United States. All

equipment exported under this agreement will conform to

existing export restrictions. All equipment bought by

Pittsburgh, whether with DOE or University funds, shall

remain the property of DOE or the University of Pittsburgh,

respectively, but shall remain as needed until the
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conclusion of this collaborative work.

The University of Pittsburgh effort will include

simulation and analysis studies, both at Novosibirsk and

Pittsburgh. in addition, as feasible, personnel from the

Pittsburgh group will assist in assembly, installation, and

testing of the equipment, and the collection of the data.

i

4. G_RAL P_XNCZPX418 07 TILl COLLR4mORATZOM

1. All data, algorithms and parameters of the

analysis software and Monte Carlo programs shall be

available to the entire collaboration.

2. The results of any data analysis shall be reported

to the collaboration for critical review before outside

announcements are made. The collaboration may agree to

informal public discussion of preliminary results.

Significant results shall be submitted for publication only

after critical review and agreement by the collaboration.

- 3. Presentation of results at major meetings and

research centers will be shared equitably among the

collaboration members, and all speakers should be aware of

the importance of proper recognition of the contribution of

all collaborators.

Each uesearch group will fund the normal operating

expenses of that group at the home institution. The sending

institution shall arrange travel to the entry point into the

country of the receiving institution. The collaborators in

the receiving country shall arrange for travel within the

receiving country to the receiving institution, and for

local expenses for exchange scholars.

Subject to availability of fund, exchange of senior

scientists is expected at the level of 1-3 scientist-months

per year and exchange of junior scientists is expected at

the level of 4-8 scientist-months per year from each side.

Proper prior notice must be given of proposed exchanges. The

host shall provide guests with appropriate office

H I I IHI II=
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facilities, research materials and opportunities.

6. PI3tZOD OW VALZDZT_

Within three years from the date of signing of the

agreement, the scientific utilization of the CMD2 detector

and the progress toward the phi factory shall be reviewed,

and a decision made about the renewal, expansion, or

curtailment of the agreement.

D

Chancellor

- University of Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

USA

_-_ _ - _- =_//
A.N.Skrinsky, Academician

Director,

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics

Novosibirsk

Russia

September 30, 1993
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TASK B - FERMILAB PROGRAM

1 Program Outline

The major goals of task B are as follows: 1) the analysis of the E706 data taken during the
1987-88 and 1990-91 fixed target runs at Fermilab and 2) the continuation of our work within
the SVX II group of the CDF collaboration. The E706 part of our program will involve our
continuing emphasis on the physics emerging from the charged particle tracker of which the
silicon microstrip detector system, constructed by the Pittsburgh group, is a part. We are
currently supporting two graduate students at Fermilab as our part of the E?06 collaboration
(Blusk and Chung). One of our students (Weerasundara) received his Ph.D. degree and was
appointed as a post doctoral Research Associate at Kent State University. His graduate
student slot has been shifted to our effort on CDF, and a new graduate student, Stephan
VandenBrink has been recruited for that effort. The CDF program involves a dedicated
effort towards the design of a silicon vertex detector upgrade, SVX II, to be accomplished
by the time of the Fermilab run II collider run (1998). In addition we are participating in
the 1993-1995 collider run Ib and actively analyzing data from run Ia.

2 ET06- Direct Photon Production at the Tevatron

2.1 Introduction

FermUab experiment E?06 is designed to measure direct photon yields in the pr range 5 -I0
GeV/c with incident f/p beams between 500 - 1000 GeV/c and to study the associated jets
produced in such reactions. The experiment will also measure the production of high mass
(m > 3GeV) •+e- and _f'ystates. The experiment is being carried out by a collaboration
which includes the University of California at Davis, Delhi University, Fermilab, Penn State
University, Michigan State University, the University of Minnesota, Northeastern University,
the University of Oklahoma, the University of Pittsburgh, and Rochester University.

Figure I is a plea view of the elements of the E706 spectrometer located in the Meson
West Laboratory. The apparatus for E706 consists of an array of silicon strip detectors
(SSD's) before and after a production target, a set of proportional chambers (PWC's) and
straw tube chambers located after the analysis magnet, a large liquid argon calorimeter
(LAC), and a small steel/plastic scintillator forward calorimeter. The forward calorimeter
is followed by a muon system provided by E672 utilizing a toroidal magnet in conjunction
with PWC's to identify muons. The LAC [I] measures the position and energy of both
photons/electrons and hadrons. It has a central hole of 40 cm. diameter; this area is covered
by the forward calorimeter.





The SSD's together with the PWC's and straw tubes after the analysis magnet constitute
a magnetic spectrometer designed to measure the momenta of charged particles in hadronic
jets associated with high PT photons. In addition the SSD's serve u a vertex detector which
accurately locates the position of primary and secondary interactions in the segmented target.
One major contribution of the Pittsburgh group to E706 has been the design, construction
and operation of the SSD system. [2]

Figure 2 is a sketch of an E706 event viewed in the center-of-mass system of the interacting
particles. The high FT photon intercepted by the LAG provides the trigger , and this photon
may be a direct photon emitted by the interacting partons or it may be a decay photon from
either a Ir° or _ decay in which case it is viewed as being part of a "trigger jet". Balancing
transverse momentum opposite the trigger jet is a "recoil jet". In the case of both the trigger
and recoil jets, the momentum of the particles assigned to those jets by a simple algorithm
are summed to form the total jet momentum vectors shown in Fig. 2. The Jungles 0ii, 0i2
and 0i3 are the space uKles between the ith particle and the three candidate jet axes. The
ith particle is usigned to that jet for which 0i has the smallest value. The fragmentation
variable z is defined as

.,,@

p_"Pj°t
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2.2 Discussion of the 1987-88 Data Run

The 1987-88 data run was originally intended as an engineering run but actually produced a
significant body of physics. A total of 5 x 106 events were recorded on magnetic tape. The
fins] results of the inclusive _ production part of the anaiysis of the 1987-88 data run have
been published. [3] In addition, the study of the "y+ accompanying jet production provided
the Ph.D. thesis subject for D. Weerasundxra Lnd has recently been published. [4] The dat_
are compared with QCD calculations using currently accepted pion and proton structure
functions.

2.3 Discussion of the 1990-91 Data Run

The 1990-91 data run represented a significant upgrade of the E706 spectrometer system
and the Pittsburgh portion of the upgrade involved two reconfigurations of the target-silicon
strip detector system. The target used for the first half of the run is shown in Fig. 3 while the
target used for the second half is shown in Fig. 4. Presented in these figures is the distribution
of interaction vertices originating in the various parts of the production target located along
the beam. Apparent are peaks corresponding to interactions in the pairs of SSD's upstream
and downstream of the target proper, with the prominent peaks being located in the target
material being used.
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Figure 2: A sketch of a -y + jet event in the center-of-mass system of the interacting hadrons.
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The data yield from liquid hydrogen in the target of Fig. 4 is a small fraction of the total
yield but is deemed essential when comparing production on nuclear targets with comparable
production in hadron collider experiments or other fixed target experiments using liquid
hydrogen.

Table 1 shows the amount of data that has been taken to date by the E706 collaboration.

MMARY

i988 Run ' I_........................._-_....,,,,,,,,,,!,,_!_LI,,......,, _.i_ ......_ .....
INTERACTION ........ EvEN'TS SENSITIVITY

w-Be O5(}0 Gev/c ..........2 x I0e 0.5 events/Picobarn
(p,'.z'+)Bee'500G.eV/c ......3x 10e '0'.75events/picobarn
1990Run

Oss0aev/c ii a0xi0. s,8ovt./p0brn
1-991Run

_Be 0"'800 Ge_'/c ...... 23 x'":l:'Oe '7:'3 eventS/picobarn
_H @ 800 GeV/c ........ 23 X I0 s' i.5 events/picobar n

; Ir+)Be O 530 GeV/c i4 x 10e 6.4 event,/pic0barn
p:__'.',H 'O 530 GeV/c .... i 4 ×' 100.... i:3' eventa/picobar n

f'Be O 530 GeV/c 4 x 10s '1.4 events/picobarn
_r'H O 530 Ge# _c 4 X I0s' 0.3 eventslpic0barn
Total Number Of Event' --76 )< 10e

.......

Table i: Summary of the data taken by E706 during the 1988, 1990 and 1991 runs.

Apparent is that the quantity of data taken during the 1990-91 run is about 15 times
the amount of data taken during the 1987-88 run. The University of Pittsburgh group had
been active in all aspects of data taking and has now taken responsibility for many aspects
of the ongoing data analysis of the 1990-91 data. Specifically, the Pittsburgh group has:

,, considerably improved the silicon system tracking code,

• refined the Monte Carlo tracking program to more closely simulate the experiment
with respect to noise hits in the silicon planes, slope effects in the silicon system and
improved cfilciency leading to economies in cpu time,

• modified Weerasundara's jet code for unix compatability,

• fine tuned the silicon system alignment fox the 1990-1991 data,

• improved the tracking code to improve track finding, vertex definition, and momentum
resolution,



. successfully undertaken the monumental project of understand[n s the performance
and alignment of a Jet of straw tube chambers, introduced by the collaboration for the
1990-91 data runs,

• improved the alsorithm| used in nnding the location of primary and secondary vertices
in and downstream of the production target, and

• substantially improved the linking between tracks found in the silicon system and the
downstream PWC system.

At the time of this writing, all of the 1990 data and most of the 1991 data have been
processed by the computer farm. The Jp_ng of 1994 will see the end of the large production
data passes, en&blin8 the collaboration to spend all of its time extractin s the physics from
the DSTs.

2.4 _/ + Jet Physics in the 1990-91 Data Run

The principal activity of W. Ghung is the analysis of the _ + jet data taken during the
1990-91 run. This analysis is now underway and will constitute his Ph.D. thesis.

Figure 5 is a plot of number of events plotted against the energy asymmetry of the
two photons resulting from Ir° decay and detected by the LAG. If the LAC were completely
efficient in detecting low energy _'s, then the plot would be fiat over the entire range of uym-
metrics. The fact that the plots fall off at the larger values of the asymmetry is a measure
of the LAC's inefficiency for detecting low energy "y's. The open circles on the plot represent
the 1988 data while the solid circles show the improvement in the LAC's performance in the
1990-91 data run. This improvement substantially reduces the background subtraction to
the _ + jet signal, the background largely being a _0 masquerading as a direct _ because
one of its decay -/'s remains undetected.

Figure 6 is a plot of the fragmentation function I/N dn/dz for the 1990 data. N is the
total number of -I + jet or Ir° + jet events and dn/dz is the number of particles in the
recoiling jet per unit of z. Figure 7 is a similar plot for the 1991 _ + jet and Ir° + jet data.
Figures 6 and 7 differ in that the 1990 data were taken using a 530 GeV/c _r- beam while
the 1991 data were taken using an 800 GeV/c proton beam. The _ + jet data presented
in either figure have not been background subtracted and are awaiting the completion of
the appropriate Monte Carlo program. Nevertheless, there may be a difference between the
fragmentation functions for ,y and _0 associated jets at the larger values of z shown in Fig.
6. These data correspond to _/+ jet and _r° + jet events where the Vr of the trigger particle
must be greater than 6.0 Gev/c. One might speculate at this time that we are observing the
difference between quark and gluon jets which is expected for the 7r- beam data. No such
difference in the fragmentation functions using the 800 GeV/c proton beam is apparent.

Figure 8 is a plot of the angular distribution in the interacting parton-parton rest frame
of the "y+ jet and Ir° + jet events. Plotted are number of events vs. cos 0" where 0" is the
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ansle which the tdaer _ or _o particle makes relative to the incomins beam e.xis. No data
are plotted shove coo0"sreater than 0.6 in order to present amunbiued dat&8_mple. There
&ppear8to be a distinct difJ'erencebetween the two production processes trodthese results
are currently beins compued to QCD predictions. Preliminary results of this sn.dysis have
been presented. [5]

It is anticipated that the an.dysis of these data will be completed by the summer of 1995.

2.5 Studies of the Charm Content in the TrlsEer and R.ecoiUns
Jets

A principal activity of S. Blusk i8 the study of the charm content of the E706 data. Of
interest is the production mechanism both in let_l_inS order and next-to-leadinS order for
charm in hard hsdron-hadron collisions. Because of the presence of the SSD system in
the experiment, Blusk has put sreat effort into refinins the secondary vertex flndlns and
reconstruction capability of the experiment and has extracted an unsmbisuous charm dsn.d
from the data.

Fisure 9 is a plot of the lr+lr- mass for pion pairs produced just downstream of the
production tarset and still within the silicon system. The location of the peak at the K_
mass ,dons with its narrowness demonstrates that the enersy sc,de of the charsed particle
spectrometer is well understood. Fisure 10 is a plot of the K_lr mass associated with
secondary vertices produced downstream of a primary interaction vertex in am event. A
requirementi8 placed that the secondaryvertex be located a distance of at least 3 millimeters
downstream of the primary vertex in order to eliminate as much backsround relative to
sisnsl as pouible. Fisure 11 is ,Lplot of the Elf mass in the same data sample, clearly
reveaiin$ a Do signal. The data are being compared with the predictions of current Monte
Carlo senerators in order to determine the mechanism by which the charm mesons _re bein$
produced. Preliminary results of this anaiysis have been presented. [6]

10
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3 CDF - Collisions at 1.8 TeV

During the past year the group from the University of Pittsburgh working on CDF has
consisted of Paul Shepard, Ping Hu, Todd Huff'man, Prem Singh, Stephan VandenBrink, and
part of Eugene Engels who has worked principally on E706 during this period. Beginning
in January, 1994 we were joined by Dr. Joseph Broudreau, a new Assistant Professor at the
University of Pittsburgh. Our activities have concentrated on the following topics:

. Mechanical construction and testing of ladders for the SVX _ replacement of the SVX
detector, installation of the VTX-SVX _ module in the CTC, monitoring of pedestals,
gains, thresholds and leakage currents during run Ib currently in progress. (Prem
Singh)

• Co-coordinator of the SVX II upgrade project. (Shepard)

• Development of the baseline design for the SVX II detector subsequent to its receiving
stage I approval in May, 1993. (all)

• Design studies and prototype work for the SVX II data acquisition system. (Shepard,
Huffman, VeadenBrink)

• Development of detector test facilities for SVX II at Fermilab. ( Boudreau, Ping Hu)

• Analysis of CDF run Ia data. (all)

• Maintenance of HV monitoring for the CDF detector. (Todd Hufl_man)

• Periodic scientific coordinator for CDF run Ib data taking. (Shepard)

3.1 Assembly and Installation of SVX'

Because the SVX detector which was installed in the B0 collision hall for the 1992 collider

run (run Ia) was too radiation soft to last for both run Ia and Ib, it was replaced with a
radiation hard detector, SVX _. Our group worked on the evaluation of critical features of the
AC-coupled detectors from Micron Semiconductor which were used for this upgrade. The
principal concern was the radiation hardness of the biasing scheme for the detectors. We
worked both by ourselves and with others in the collaboration to perform radiation hardness
tests of the prototype CDF detectors using a Cs137 source located in the medical school of
the University of Pittsburgh. [7, 8]

One of our graduate students, Prem Singh, has worked fulltime on the construction
and the installation of the silicon vertex detector upgrade, SVX_. He was responsible for
the mechanical construction and inspection of the SVX _ ladders and the barrels. He also
participated to some extent in the electrical testing of the ladders and the barrels. Once the
SVX _detector was built, he was involved in installing the VTX-SVX _module in the CTC. At
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present he has the responsibility for monitoring the pedestals, gains, thresholds and leakage
currents of the the SVX _.

3.2 SVX II Upgrade- Overview

During the past year the University of Pittsburgh has continued a leading role within the
CDP collaboration in the development of the SVX II detector for run II and beyond. At the
present time the project is being co-led by Paul Shepard from the University of Pittsburgh
along with Jeff Spalding from PermUab. In January, 1993 the SVX II upgrade proposal
was given to the laboratory and considered by the PAC at their February, 1993 meeting. It
received stage I approval by the FermJlab director in May, 1993.

The accumulated CDF data make it clear that high resolution vertex detection is a key
tracking component in the CDF program of high PT physics, specifically the top search, and
b physics. The planned increase in the number of p and _ bunches in the accelerator by 1998,
and the resulting shorter bunch spacing (132 ns or 395 ns) requires a replacement for the
SVX and SVX _detectors.

The design goals for the the SVX II upgrade are:

1. Accommodate improvements to the accelerator which necessitate replacement of the
SVX, specifically shorter inter-bunch spacing and higher radiation levels. This is re-
quired for Run II which is the first run with the reduced bunch spacing.

2. Improve performance for vertex detection in high PT physics, in particular to tag b
decay vertices in top events.

3. Enhance the b physics capabilities of the present detector.

4. Provide a detector and electronic readout capable of supporting a level 2 vertex trigger
processor.

The principal features of the SVX II barrel detector for which we have been given stage
I approval are given below:

• A set of three barrels which approximately double the length of the present SVX. See
Fig. 13.

• Double-sided detectors with 90 degree stereo. The proposed detectors with intermedi-
ate strips and 7-bit analog to digits] conversion should attain a resolution of _101zm
in r-_ and _25#m in r-z.

• A pipelined readout chip which will support operation at either 395 ns or 132 ns
between beam crossings.
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, High speed digitization and readout of the SVX II analog data in <5/zs in response to
a level 1 trigger. The high speed of the readout is required in order to use the SVX II
data in a level 2 vertex trigger processor.

, Support for a level 2 microvertex trigger processor (SVT). [9] This is a separate project
which is being developed by the CDF collaboration. The ability to trigger on the impact
parameters of reconstructed tracks will greatly extend the physics capabilities of the
CDF detector.

. A new data acquisition system (DAQ) employing a highly parallel fibre optic readout
and control utilizing low power optic drivers and receivers.

We expect the top physics program and other high pr physics topics to be helped by
increasing the length of the vertex detector in order to improve coverage of the luminous
region in z at the interaction point. Doubling the length and adding z information will
increase the b tag efficiency for top events by a factor of 1.6 to 2.0 depending on the top
mass. In combination with an increase in luminosity, this increased efficiency gives a dramatic
improvement to the overall physics capabilities of the detector.

The capability of using impact parameter information obtained from a vertex detector in
the level 2 trigger to select events with secondary vertices will be of fundamental importance
for any experimental program of b physics in a hadron collider environment. Having an
impact parameter trigger implemented for SVX II will significantly increase the size of the
b sample on tape. The experience gained in installing and running this trigger wiLl help us
to design more ambitious triggering systems in the future.

Since the SVX II project received stage I approval in May, 1993, the Pittsburgh group
and more generally the SVX II group has concentrated on the detailed specification of a
baseline design for the detector. At the same time efforts have been made to rationalize the
Fermilab schedule for the coLliderupgrades for run If. Figure 12 shows our best estimates of
the long term project schedule. If we are able to meet this schedule, SVX II would be ready
by early 1998. The highlights of this longterm schedule are as follows: (1) The pipelined
SVX II readout chip (the first fully integrated prototypes were delivered in February) would
only be used to study the first DAQ prototype cards and for early ladder prototype studies
with double-sided detectors. (2) A second deadtimeless pipellned chip (SVX Ill) presently
in the initial design stages would be developed for the run II detector for 1998. Radiation
soft versions of this new chip are planned for April, 1995 with tests of the analog frontend
and pipeline scheduled for November, 1994. (3) Prototype double-sided detectors will be
delivered this summer from both SI and Micron with beam tests with prototype ladders at
KEK scheduled for November, 1994. This will be followed by further beam tests also at
KEK with prototype test stand electronics with the SVX II chip in March, 1995. The tests
in November will not use any of the new electronics, but will be carried out with chips from
the original SVX development. (4) Between now and the end of 1994 a VME based test
stand implemented with prototype DAQ cards and designed to be used with the SVX II
single ported pipelined readout chip will be developed.
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It is expected that a fully integrated test stand capable of reading out prototype ladders
with SVX II radiation soft chip, will be avsl]able for delivery to KEK by January, 1995.
This first beam test will not involve any fiber optic components. (5) Production of double-
sided detectors are expected to be ordered early in the 1995 fiscal year based on the test,
at KEK and also bench test, at Fermilab and elsewhere. (6) During the 1995 calendar year
preproduction prototypes of the full DAQ sy,tem will be built. These will include fiber
optic data transmission. A preproduction prototype of the dense optical interface module
(DOIM) should be available by Spring, 1995 and by the end of the calendar year limited
quantities of the full DAQ prototypes should be available for beam test. (7) A second test
beam ef[ort is scheduled for March, 1996 (probably at Fermilab) to evaluate these final DAQ
components. It is expected that these tests will utilize the deadtimeless SVX III chip. (8)
Pull scale assembly of the SVX II detector is scheduled to begin in the third quarter, 1996
with final installation and integration in 1998.

CDF conducted its own interns] review of the SVX II project on March 4, 1994. The
review committee consisted of S. Geer, J. Huth, H. Frisch, M. Schmidt, and W. Chinowski
(Chairman). Following is an excerpt from their report to the CDF spokespersons:
"The Godparents met at Fermilab on March 4 , 1994, to review, as charged, the progress
made and planning of future work on the SVX II vertex detector project. A]/ godparents were
in attendance throughout the day as were SVX II Coordinators J. Spalding and P. Shepard
and other active partldpants in the project as we]/as numerous observers .... In general,
we find the status of the project to be vigorously healthy. Good progress has been made
on mechanical, thermal and electronic design matters. Management is very well focused,
direction is exceUent, the various aspects are under control. Prognosis is good for success
within budget and on schedule .... "

3,3 SVX II Baseline Design

Having received stage I approval from the directorate, the SVX II group including the Pitts-
burgh group has been working to specify a baseline design for the project. We give here a
brief overview of that design.

3.3.1 Mechanical

The SVX II project is an assembly of three barrels as shown in Fig. 13. These in turn will
be mounted in an external space frame, the design of which is now actively in progress. The
design of the individual barrels and bulkheads is now reasonably well specified. Figure 14
shows a 3-D view of a single barrel with only the inner most layer in place. The ladders for
all of the layers consist of four silicon detectors approximately 8 cm in length mounted end
to end and supported by a carbon fiber re-enforced rohacell support. The signals from the
detectors are readout at both ends of the ladders so each ladder consists of two electrical

units each composed of two silicon detectors. Since the silicon detectors are double-sided
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(r._ and _.z), there is • multil&yer hybrid circuit asNmbly on both sides of the ladder ends
to connect and support the fully integrated CMOS readout chips. The hybrid is inboard to
the ends of the ladder and located on the silicon detector faces in order to _nimlse the gaps
between the barrels.

An end view of the bulkhead showing the placement of all of the ladders is shown in
Fig. 15. In every case the I.._ side of the silicon detectors is on the side away from the beam
(outside). A 2-D drawins of the layer O ladder is shown in Fig. 16 and a 3-D enlarsement of
the ladder end is shown in Fig. 17. Visible in the side view of Fis. 16 is the cooling channel
and also an alignment protrusion necessary for mounting the ladder. For comparison a 2-D
drawing of the outer layer (layer 3), which has six chips on the _.-_ side and four chips on
the 1"-zside, is shown in Fig. 18. Both the bulkhead and ladder desisns are the outgrowth of
detailed cooling model studies and finite element analysis. In addition to theoretical studies,
actual modek were made and measured. Given the significant heat load of the readout chips
(approximately 400 mW per chip) an inte_ated design of the SVX II ladder has been a
challenging problem.

Aluminum bulkheads have been built and construction of a Be prototype is planned for
this year. Construction of prototype ladder ends with double-sided detectors from Micron
and Sl is planned for this fall, although ladders using the new SVX II chip will not be
available until 1995.

3.3.2 Detectors

Prototype double-sided detectors from SI and Micron have been specified and ordered. Masks
have been made by the vendors and delivery of small numbers of detectors for evaluation
should arrive this summer. Double-sided detectors from Hamamatsu should be available by
the end of the year. Pins Hu from the University of Pittsburgh has been setting up laser
test facilities at Fermilab. He and J. Boudreau are organizing a Fermilab component of a
detailed program of detector measurements which has started but will become much more
active when our detectors arrive this summer. Other measurements will be clone at Purdue,
New Mexico and in Japan.
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Fisure 13: SVX II three barrel assembly.
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Figure 14: SVX II barrel assembly with only the inner most layer in place.
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Figure 15: End view of SVX II bulkhead showins the Lrrsngement of ladders.
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Figure 16' Drswing of the SVX II Isyer 0 ladder.
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a.3.a DAQ

A simplified schematic of the baseline design for the SVX II DAQ is shown in Fig. 19. This
design assumes the SVX II chip which will ultimately be replaced with the deadtimeless
SVX III chip. The SVX II chip has a single ported pipeline and incurs deadtime for every
level 1 accept. Because we would like to be ably to eventually use the SVX II detector with
level 1 accept rates of order 50 kHz or better, and also be compatible with the overall CDF
electronics upgrade which is deadtimeless; work is starting on a deadtimeless readout chip
(SVX III). The development of the SVX III chip as the readout chip for the SVX II detector
is the preferred solution. We are in the process of determining the necessary changes to the
DAQ in order to be compatible with a deadtimeless SVX III chip.

Either the SVX II or III chip is capable of very rapid digitization sad readout of its analog
data. After receiving a level I trigger the chip digitizes the analog data in the corresponding
pipeline cell. One can select either 7 or 8 bit accuracy which corresponds to digitization times
of 1.2 ps and 2.4 #s respectively. This time is independent of the number of hit channels
because all of the chsanels are digitized in parallel. Once digitization is complete the digital
information is readout over an 8 bit parallel bus at a speed of 53 Mbytes/s. For a 10 chip
bus with an average occupancy of 7% this takes 3.4 #s. The occupancy is expected to be
higher in the r-z chips and for this reason they will be readout after the _'-_bchips in order
that the data can be presented to the $VT trigger processor in the minimum time.

As shown in Fig. 19 data transmission and control of the SVX II readout chips within
a particular wedge of the detector are carried over three high density interconnect cables
(HDI). In addition to power sad ground each HDI carries the control signals CE, A(0:I),
PI, PO, D(0:7), and SVX-CLK to the SVX II chip from the portcard (PC). The SVX-CLK
is differential. The HDI is between 10 and 20 cm in length. The PC's are located at the
periphery of the detector as close as possible to the detector wedge which they control.
Each PC controls 29 chips over 3 HDI's. Three control signals (SR-CMD, SR-CLK, sad
SVX-CLK) are received by the PC from the fiber interface board (FIB) over fiber optics
connections. They are decoded and sent on to the chips by the PC. Data from the chip is
converted at the PC into light signals for transmission to the FIB. Each HDI drives a dense
optical interface module (DOIM) consisting of a clock (D-CLK) derived from the SVX-CLK,
and 8 data lines (D(0:7)). The data is transmitted at 53 MHz NltZ. Thus each DOIM
transmitter makes an optical connection to a ribbon fiber consisting of 9 fibers which goes
to the FIB board. There are a total of 72 PC's, one for each wedge.

Each FIB located in one of two VME crates on the face of the CDF detector is capable of
handling 4 PC's. There are 18 FIB's overall, 9 in each crate. The FIB's supply the 3 control
signals required by each PC which they derive from a serial command control line and its
clock sent by the silicon acquisition and readout board (SAR) located in the B0 counting
house. Ultimately the two fiber optic control lines sent to each FIB by its corresponding
SA/t are derived from the silicon readout controller (SRC) through a custom J3 backplane
in the VME crate. The SRC is responsible for the necessary communication with the CDF
trigger supervisor (TS).
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The data is further multiplexed at the FIB. Two DOIM receivers are multiplexed by one
HPI000 G-link transmitter and the 16 parallel lines are sent serially over a single fiber driven
by a laser diode at approximately 16 x 53 = 848 MHz. The G-link system is capable of serial
transmission up to 1.5 GHz. At the SAR board the signals are received by an HP-1000
G-link receiver and demultiplexed. The current design calls for 6 such receivers per SAR
board. There may only be three in which case we will double both the number of SAR and
FIB boards. The SAR board has two principal functions. First it serves as the port to pass
the SVX II data to the SVT trigger processor. The 8 bit data words are multiplexed into 32
bit words and driven di/Terentially st 106 MHz on a short external bus to the front-end of
the SVT. Second it provides the event buiYering during the level 2 trigger processing. If the
event fails the level 2 triter, the buffer is clearedl and if it passes, it is then passed on to
level 3 over the VME backplane through the crate CPU. To achieve the necessary bandwidth
into level 3, it will be necessary to split the bsckplanes and put two CPU's in each crate.

Preliminary specifications for this design exist. Detailed specifications for the test stand
prototypes have been prepared and delivery of test stands for checkout and software inte-
gration is anticipated by October, 1994. This is in time to support beam test at KEK in
March, 1995.
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3.4 Data Analysis

3.4.1 Evidence for the Top Quark

On April 22, 1994 CDF submitted a very long article to Physical Review D entitled "Evidence
for top quark production in p_ collisions at V_ = 1.8 TeV" [10] giving the collaboration's
results in the top search from the run Ia data. Results were presented for the dilepton channel
where both W's decay leptonically, and the single high pr lepton plus jets channel where
the signal region is three or more jets. In the dUepton channel 2 events were observed over a
background of 0.56 + 0.25 - 0.13 events. In the W plus jets channel two Bje, event tagging
procedures were used which were largely uncorrelated. They were called SVX event tags and
SLT (soft lepton tag) event tags. For the SVX tags we observed 6 events (W plus 3 or more
jets) over a background of 2.3 4- 0.3 events, and for the SLT tags we observed 7 events over
a background of 3.1 -I- 0.3 events. Because the SLT sad SVX tags are largely uncorrelated,
we computed the total number of events as 15 even though 3 events were tagged by both
SVX and SLT. The joint probability of the background fluctuating up to 15 or more events
is 0.26% or about 1 in 400. Although not conclusive, the collaboration believes that this
result represents evidence for standard model top decays in our data. Assuming that this
excess is due to a top decay signal, we compute the mass of the top quark based on the 7
tagged lepton plus 4 jet events in our data sample. The result is M, = 174 4- 10 + 13 - 12
GeV/c 2 where the last errors are systematic.

An example of a particularly beautiful event in this 4 jet sample is shown in Fig. 20. The
event has a reconstructed top mass of 1694-10 GeV/c 2. The three jets near r/= 0 come from
the t while the high PT muon together with remaining jet at negative 17result from the decay
of the t. In a counting experiment, of course, one cannot distinguish between background
and signal on single events. Clearly the goal of CDF is more data.

3.4.2 Search for the Bc Meson

The Bc meson is a bound state of the bottom and charm quarks. It is predicted by potential
models to have a mass of 6.26 4- .02 GeV/c 2 but has not been observed in any machine. [11]
Estimates of B_ production indicate that it could be produced at up to 10-3 the rate of b
quark production. [12] The University of Pittsburgh has been conducting a search for this
particle in the CDF run Ia data in two decay modes: (1) The exclv._ive _ode B_ ---,J/_+g:_;
(2) the inclusive mode B_ ---, J/¢ + _: + X. The exclusive mo..ie seexch was presented at the
Washington APS meeting in April, [13] and is featured here. _Veexpect preliminary results
from the inclusive mode search very shortly. In the exclusive mode search we compare the
results of a B_ ---, J/_ + _¢±search to the signal B ± ---, J/_ + K _: which is ]cinematically
similar and makes a highly effective control sample.

A Monte Carlo was developed using different models of b quark fragmentation into B_ and
this was simulated in the detector. [12] This Monte Carlo was used as an aid in determining
the cuts and also for determining the relative efficiency of detecting B :_ --, J/_ + K +
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Run 45879, Event 123158

II , _2.7 GeV
a).

b) tt

Figure 20: Event Display for one of the SVX tagged W+ multijet events: a) displays the
observed calorimeter ET in the _/-_bplane, b) shows muon hits in the CMP (circular detector

just outside the tracking chamber) and CMU muon hits (the outside muon detector) as well
as the charged tracks found by the CTC, c) shows detail of tracks found by the SVX as well as
the complete SVX event display. The dashed tracks form the displaced vertex. Extraneous
tracks have been removed from the enlargement. The track lengths in the complete SVX

event display are proportional to the track's PT. This event also has an SLT tag.
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as opposed to B_ _ J/_p + Irs. The Monte Carlo was run for a Bc lifetime similar to
the B meson lifetime. The detector resolution was parameterized and convoluted with cr
distributions for other Bc lifetimes to correct the relative efficiency. The values of the relative
efficiency Re are shown in Table 2.

The CDF detector tri_ers on J/_p particles that decay to _+ #- pairs. This trigger
imposes a lower limit on the transverse momentum of the muons of 1.5 GeV/c. Additionally
the silicon vertex detector (SVX) is capable of resolving displaced vertices greater than 60 pm
from the primm7 in the r-_ plane. The cuts appfied are shown below:

Tracks in muon chamber correspond to good CTC tracks
At least one p and the lr in the SVX
Three tracks form a good vertex
PT(¢)> 2.0
PT(B) > S.0GeV/c
Angle between f and _ less than 720 in lab frame
Proper decay length greater than 100/_m

for ,'(Bc) > O.Spa

The results of these cuts are shown in Figs. 21 and 22 which are the 3 track invariant masses
for the _p+ _rand Ip . K mass regions respectively. There is no evidence for a Bc signal, so a
limit on .. BR(B_ --. J/_ + Ir'_)/cr•BR(B s --* J/_ + K s) was obtained as &function of the
B_ lifetime and is shown in Fig. 23. To set a limit, the number of signal candidates N_+,
sad the expected background Nah'-'_are needed. [14] For N_+,, the largest 4 consecutive bins
in the mass range from 6.1 to 6.4 GeV/c 2 were used while _ was determined by fitting a
straight line over the fuU plot. The number of B + _ J/VJ + KS events was obtained from
Fig. 22 and is 62 4- 8 events with a 12 MeV/c 2 width due to resolution. Table 2 contains all
the information for a range of B_ lifetimes and Fig. 23 shows the limit as a function of I"(B_)
which is 0.15 for a long lived B_. [15]

Work in this area continues with the new run and an expected increase by a factor of 4
in the data sample.
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Table 2: This is a table showin8 the cr cut used, the chosen Bc lifetime, the relative efficiency
of the cuts,/_, the largest number of data events in 4 consecutive bins from 6.1 to 6.4 GeV/c 2,
N¢+f, and the fit to the data for the expected number of background events in those 4 bins,

" ' COP Prdimina_l ................
Results at various B, Lifetimes

er cut B, lifetime /_ -- _ (stat+sys) Ne+. _ (stat)
60/_m 0.17 ps 1.550 4. 0.058 4- 0.137 17 6.31 4- 0.89
85/_m 0.33 ps 1.455 4- 0.052 4- 0.120 11 3.75 4- 0.68

100 pm 0.5 ps 1.330 ± 0.049 + 0.097 6 3.55 4- 0.61
I00 pm 1.0 ps 1.136 4. 0.042 4- 0.065 6 3.55 4. 0.61
I00/_m 1.3 ps 1.091 -I-0.041 + 0.062 6 3.55 -I-0.61

I00 pm 1.6 ps 1.063 + 0.040 5:0.060 6 3.55 4- 0.6.1
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CDF Preliminary

/_ in SVX
3 Norm = 0.89 4-O, 15

Slope = -0.894-0.28

2.5 Offset = 6.256 GeV/c _

2

1,5
I

0.5

0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 7

J/l# - _ invoriant mass, 16 MeV/c 2 bins

Figure 21: The three track invariant mass region from 6.0 to 7.0 GeV/c 2 for the mode
e_ --, al,/, + ,'±.
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File: [NIIMI.DSTISTNO_PLT.HBK;1
ID IDB Symb D_te./Time Area Mean R.M.S.

125 0 1 940327/1727 176,0 5.303 0.1871

J/_ - K invorient moss, 5 MeV/c 2 bins
20 .........., , ' ......i ........._....' -' _ I , , , ......I.........' .........'.... ' .....

- CDF Preliminary -
_ Pion end One/_ in _VX _
- c_"> 85/_m _

15-

- Ne. = 61.34:8.7 -

- Mean = 5.280±0.002 GeV/c 2 -

- cr = 0.012:1=0.002 GeV/c 2 -
.,,, ,m

10 - _ Statistical Uncertainties only _

5- 1 -

0hNr :!,1,Bn, ,,,nfi,nl,l,,,,,n,,,,h....l,,nn,F ,nn-
5.00 5.20 5.40 5.60 5.80

Figure 22: The three track invariant mass region from 5.0 to 5.8 GeV/c 2 for the mode
B_ __ J/¢ +/t "_.
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95F', C.L. Limit on B=Production
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Figure 23: Each solid squ=e shows the 95% confidence level limit on the production of
B_ -* J/_ + _r:_relative to B_ --, J/_ + K * as a function of the Be lifetime. The largest
number of Be ca=didates in a 64 MeV/c2 window from 6.1 to 6.4 Gev/c = were used to
calculate the limit.
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4 Papers

We include several reprints which have appeared in the literature since our last report. A
list of references is siven below.

1. G. Alverson ef 4/., "Structure of the ltecoilln S System in Direct-Photon and w° Pro-
duction by lr" and p Beam| at 500 (]eV/c,w Phys. Rev. D49, 3106 (1994).

2. M. Ziellnski ef _d., Larp PT Production of Direct Photons and Neutral Mesons at

0.5 TeV/c," in ProceedinSj of the XXIII International Symposium on Mu]tlparticle
Dynamics, Aspen, Sept. 12-17, 1993, (submitted for publication).

3. T. Ferbsl ef a/., "Nuclear Effects in Inclusive Production at Large Pr," Proceedings
of the International Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics, 22.28 Jul 1993,
Marseilles, Prance, (submitted for publication).

4. G. Alverson eta/., "Structure of the RecoUins System in Direct-Photon and Ir° Produc-
tion by It- and p Beams at 500 GeV/c," Fermilab-Pub-93/284-E (published in Phys.
Rev. D).

5. G. Alverson etal., "Production of Direct-Photons and Neutral Mesons at Large Trans-

verse Momenta by z'- and p Beams at 500 GeV/c," Phys. Rev. D48, 5 (1993).

6. G. Alverson eta/., "Production of Direct-Photons and Neutral Mesons at Large Trans-
verse Momenta by z'- and p Beams at 500 GeV/c," Fermilab-Pub-93/007-E.

7. J. P. Mansour ef a/., "Production of Direct-Photons and Neutral Mesons at Large
Transverse Momentum by z'- and p Beams at 500 GeV/c," in Proceedings of the
XXVIIIth Rencontres de Moriond, Lea Arcs, S&voie, France, 20-27 March 1993, (Edi-
tions Prontieres), pp. 121-126.

8. W. ChunS et ai., "A Study of the Recoiling System in High Pr Hadron-Nucleon Co[U-
sions," APS/AAPT Meeting, Crystal City, Virginia, 18-22 April 1994.

9. S. Blusk et aJ., "Production Characteristics of D Mesons in Association with High PT
Electromagnetic Neutrals," APS/AAPT Meeting, Crystal City, Virginia, 18-22 April
1994.

10. P. Hu eta/., "SUSY Searches at CDF," SUSY93 Workshop, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA, March, 1993.

11. B.T. Huff'man eta]., "Measurement of Inc]us|ve and Exclusive B Meson Cross Sections
in 1.8 TeV pi_ Collisions at CDF," 5th Annual Conference on Heavy Flavor Physics,
Mc(]m University, Montreal. Canada, July, 1993.

12. B. T. Huff'man e£ a/., "Search for Bc in the channel Bc --, J/¢ + z"at V/_ = 1.8 TeV
FP collisions at CDF," APS/AAPT Meeting, Crystal City, Virginia, 18-22 April, 1994.
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13. B. T. Hufr_an et _, uSVX-III, Plan for a deadtimelus readout system for CDF in
the Main injector run," Silicon Detector Workshop, Bloomington, Indiana, May 9-12,
1994.

14. F. Abe et aL, "Obsermtion of the Decay B ° .--, 3/_4J in _ Collisions at _/_ = 1.8
TeV," Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 1685 (1993).

15. F. Abe et a/., uSearchfor Quark Gompositeneu, Axigluons, and Heavy Particles Using
the Dljet Invariant Mass Spectrum Oburved in pp Collisions,n Phys. Rev. Lett. Y.1,
2542 (1993).

16. F. Abe eta/., ``Measurementof the Average Lifetime of B Hadrons produced in pp
Collisions at v/_ = 1.8 TeV," Phys. Itev. Left. _1_,3421 (1993).

17. F. Abe eta/., ``Evidencefor Top Quark Production in p_ Collisions at v_ = 1.8 TeV,"
(submitted for publication to Phys. Rev. D).
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